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Counties-hope to avoid third ·voting disaster

•

...

-

.
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Better preparation aims
to keep mistakes at ballot
boxes to aminimum

JEFFREY ASHKIN

-_ : _

STAFF WRITER

'

Voting problems have plagued
Flo.rida's last two major elections, but,
according to elections officials for
Orange and Seminole ·counties,

-

Tuesday's elections should go off without a hitch.
On Tuesday, voters will choose a
governor and decide the fate of 10
amen0m.ents. They also will determine
who will hold several elected positions
at local, state and national levels- of

-

government.
Floridians suffered through deja
vu after the Sept. 10 primarywhen voting problems again surfaced, reminding people statewide of the disastrous
PLEASE SEE

Orange ON 3

Students .upset with
Hitt's lack of answers

•
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As of the spring semester, students depending on the LYNX LASER.
service w111 have to find a new way to get to and from school. LYNX
can no longer afford LASER'S $396,800 yearly system cost.

LASER.nears
Bus seroice wiO
end on Dec: 27

•

•
DANIE.LLB DEP ARI
STAFF WRITER

•

Fbr three years junior
Stefany Minor has ridden
LASER. A shuttle bus, it
- has provided dependable
transportation to and from
campus.
She never
thought the service would
stop. But when the spring
semester begins, the
LASER bus service will no
longer exist.
LYNx's Local Area
Shuttle Eastern Region
(LASER) will stop its services as of Dec. 27, leaving
an average of 400 riders
per day without. transportation.
LYNX will terminate
LASER system
the
· because of a fupcling shortage.
Maintaining
the
LASER system costs
$396,800 per year. Of that
cost, UCF contrilmtes
$50,000 per year, and
Orange County contributes the remainder.
Accorcling to Sheldon

•
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•
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•

Watson, project manager
of community relations at
LYNX, IXNX cannot afford
the LASER service any
longer. "Orange County
does not have the funcling
available _to continue subsidizing the service,"
Watson said "IXNX does
not make any service cut
decisions without guidance from the servicefuncling source."
''A lot of .people ride
it," Watson added. "It's
usually packed in the
mo:rillngs. The people who
work around here ride it
as well."
The LASER route
runs primarily down
Alafaya Trail, stopping at
several area apartment
complexes. Bus stops are
located every one and a
half blocks.
Sophomore Anjanel
Range relies on LASER to
~t around town: "I live in
Fbxhunt, which is across
the street from Knights
Court," Range said "I have
no other form of transportation except the bus."
Range attempted to
ride the UCF Sh1;1.ttle in
PLEASE SEE

Students listen as
Provost
Whitehouse,
President Hitt, Vice
President Merck
and Vice President
Holsenbeck address
student concerns.

Gay rights, recycling
and financial aid
dictate open forum
STEPHEN HIRST

its final stop-

!'>-

LASER ON 4

Students questioned President John Hitt
and other administrators on gay rights policies, recycling'programs and delay.ed financial
aid in a forum last Wednesday open to students·
and faculty.
At a time when the city of Orlando faces a
controversy over whether to grant gay citizens
protection against discrimination, many students questioned Hitt about
why the university did not
include gays in its oyvn antidiscrimination policy.
Hitt countered that he
would not · or could not
include sexual orientation in
UCF's anti-discrimination
policy until UCF's gay community could prove discrimi·nation. With little power to
change the existipg policy, Hitt said he would
remain committed to treating every member of
UCF with dignity and respect - something he
says will prevent discrimination in the first
place.
Recycling opportunities were a pervasive
issue thro:gghout the forum as students
pressed the importance of adequate recycling
programs on campus. Hitt placed the burden of
action back on the students, suggesting to
them to begin their own organizations dedicated to establishing recycling programs.
Hitt blamed a shrinking budget that has
prevented more comprehensive recycling
plans on university grounds.
Benjamin Perry; a 21-year-old senior and
president of UCF's Beta Theta Pi fraternity,
spoke on behalf of the Greek community, wJ;tlch
is concerned with proposed changes to the
Golden Rule. The changes would call for a 2.5
minimum grade point average for student leaders next semester, up from the current 2.3 GPA
requirement. Curre~tly, there are GPA requirePLEASE SEE
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Oscar Villa asked the panel about financial aid disbursement. Like many other students,
he has yet to receive his financial aid for this semester.
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News• 3

Hitt tells student.'your

National Briefs
_,

Jud~e reiect~ me~ia bi~

to open
hearmg for 1uvemle smper -

•

feelings have been n~ted'

A federal judge in Baltimore Friday
declined to allow open access to a court
hearing on Monday for 17-year-old John
Lee Malvo, ruling that "enormous" public
interest in the Washington area sniper
- case does not outweigh the stispect's
right to be shielded from scrutiny as -a
juvenile.
Magistrate Judge James K Bredar
said he was not convinced that the public's interest in the case warranted an .
exception to a federal law designed _to
protect juveniles from public stigma that
might hinder attempts to rehabilitate
them.
·
Today's hearing will decide whether
Malvo should be detained on federal juvenile ch_a rges related to the sniper attacks,
which killed 10 people and wounded three
from Oct. 2 to 22. The proceeding could
include "embarrassing" and "delicate"
testimony about his mental health, family
history and past conduct, Bredar said. .

FROM PAGE 1

ments for most leader1?hiP
roles that many already feel
are too restriCtive, Greek
members said.
Delays in financial aid disbursements were another
mainstay of the _ forum.
Several students came forward with financial aid horror
stories, such as late c4ecks
sent by the financial aid
department, causing them to
miss tuition payments and
other expenses.
Hitt admitted that there
are many problems · with the
current system, but mam- .
tained that the school was
aware of the problems, and
that the kinks in the financial
aid system were being analyzed and corrected.
The one-hour forum concluded when junior Joshua
Edmundson, 21, took the floor
to express his disgust with
administrators' responses.

Slaying of Run-OM( member
jolts hip-hop communify

•

llL'-

•
&-·

A day after rap pioneer Jam Master
Jay of Run-DMC was gunned down in a
New York studio, the hi~hop community
was in pained shock on Thursday after its
latest episode of violence claimed someone whose career has been far removed
from the so-called thug life.
New York Police Commissioner
Raymond W Kelly said the rap DJ was
killed by a singie shot to the head at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday; reportedly while playing
a video game with Uriel Rincon, 25, who
was shot once in the leg. Rincon, who was
treated at a local hospital and released,
was one of five witnesses questioned by
detectives, who were trying to reconcile
differences in their accounts.
Police also disclosed that as a precaution, they advised another Queens rap
artist, 50 Cent, to skip a scheduled show ·
at a Times Square club. 50 Cent, whose
birth name is Curtis Jackson, had been a
friend of Jay and had been wounded in a
shooting two years ago in Queens. He
also had been involved in a number of
public scuffles with other rappers, including Queens rap star Ja Rule.

Canada prisoners. ·
granted voting rights_
The Supreme Court of Canada has
ruled that all federal inmates, including
murderers, rapists and thieves, should be
alluwed to vote in federal elections.
The high court, in a 5-to-4 ruling
released Thursday; overturned a 1993 law
that forbade prisoners serving mm~ than
a two-year sentence from voting. .;
The court called the right to vote fun• damental to democracy and rejected the
government's argument that only people
who respect the law should be able to
participate in the political process.
0
· Critics of the ruling called the court
irresponsible. Randy White, a member of
Parliament from the opposition Canadian
,. Alliance, said his office in British
Columbia has received hundreds of emails and phone calls from people Up$et
by the decision.
•
In the United States, the District of
Columbia and every state except Maine
and Vermont bar convicted felons from
voting while serving their sentences.
-COMPILED BY ADAM SHIVER FROM WIRE REPORTS

FROM PAGE

"~ery real issue here has
been danced around, and not
one of you have offered any
real solutions to the problems
presented today;" he said.

Edmundson took his seat
to the sounds of many students
loudly applauding. As the
scheduled· hour expired, Hitt
ended the meeting, and

1

2000 presidential election.
Orange County shared blame
for the primary mess, as . its
optical scanning machines
could not read thousahcfs of
ballots, requiring .a manual""
. count of the county's votes.
Yet Bill Cowles, the
Orange County supervisor of
elections, said those problems were minor. Orange
County has since cleared up
the problems with improperly
perforated ballots
that
marred September's vote, he
said.
"The vendor made sure
his machine is in working
condition for this upcoming
election," Cowles said.
With those preparations
complete, Cowles distributed
the ballots and supplies to the
poll clerk on Saturday; he
sai~. On Election Day; poll
workers in each precinct will
spend the hour between 6
a.m: and 7 a.m. inspecting
ballots before they start issuing' them to the public. Polls
will be open from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m.
Cowles said Orange
County shoµld not face voting
problems because its voting
system has not changed.
"Orange County is still using
the same system tha( was
used in the 2000 presidential
election," Cowles said, adding
that the county has useq the
same system since 1982.
"Unlike Teresa LePore
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responded to Edmundson, 'Tm
sorry you feel that way. Your
feelings have been noted."

Orange and Seminole have same voting systems as 2000
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Voter's bill of rights and responsibilities
Registered voters have the right to:
• Vote and haw his or her Vote acruratety, counted.
. • Cast a vote-if he or she is in line at the official dosing of the poll'i in that county.

·-r •Mtfor:m&m:~~inwti~ r-·
-~. : .< '
• Receive up to twQ ieplaremEnt OOl1ots if he or she makes a mi5tllke prior to the ball~t being cast
• Mexp!anati_on if his or her reglmatfon :is in qu~ioit
·
• If his or her registration is jn question, rast a provisional ballot
• Prme hisor her identity by signing 1111 affidavit if election offidals doubt the \Ulei-'sidentity.
• Written instructions to use when voting, and, upon request. oral instructions in voting from elections officers.
•Vote nre from coercion or intimidation by~ okor any other person.
• Vote on a voting ~em that is in working condition and that will allow votes to ~ accurately cast

Registered voters have the responsibility to:
• familiarize himself or lier5elf with the candidates <ind issues~ _
• Maintain with the office of the supervisor of elroions a current address.
• Know the location of his of .her polling place all(! its,.hours_ of operailoii, ..
• Bring proper identifiration to the polling station.
• familiarize himS€1f or herself Vifth the olierati0n of the~· ~i~t in his or her precinct
•Treat precinct workers with courtesy.
·
• Respect 1he privacy Of otl1e' valets. ~ ~
• Report any problems or violations of election laws to the supervisor of elections.
• Ask questions. lf needed.
·
· ·
·
• Make sure that his or her completed ballot is correct before leaving the polling station.

[the Palm Beach County
supervisor of elections], I didn't have to spend time reeducating people about a new
system," Cowl~s said.
However, he added that
Orange County should educate voters better. Many people will be voting in new dis- .
tricts in this election because
politiCal boundaries have
been redrawn based upon the
latest Census figures.
Cowles said that the optical scan system used by the
county immecliately catches
voter mistakes. "Florida law
states [that] you have three
chances to vote if you screw .
up the original - just like in

:· Co-PtlBtJSlllllt... .. ,....... ,.............HeissaniJebailey
Co-l'llBLJSHl!ll .................................Brian IJnden
MANAGING Enrro11 .............................Krista Zilizi
NBWS Eorroa / liDm>JUAL WlU'l'l!K .•.• Jason Irsa.y

baseball," he said.
"I believe Orange Colinty
is prepared for this election,"
he added. "My staff did
numerous community programs. Every registered voter
in Orange County received a
sample ballot with all the candidates on it. So, they should
have read that carefully and
tran sfer their responses to
the real one, so it won't take
as long."
"On the same sample
ballot is a map of where the
polling place is and directions
on how to get there," he said.
"For those who Wfil' be on
campus, the UCF Arena is a
polling place."

PRoovcrtON MANAGl\lt .............. ,......Adam Shiver
PeO'l'() EtmoJt ......•.: ......7....... - •.•Natalia Zulua:ga_
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COPY l!QrroK. ...1........ ._.................. Charles Maier
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l.mm1U3s EDrroR ..............................Rachel Zall EDD'OJUAL ADVISBR ........................ ,Jefffiuesdell
STm WllflJU: Ben Baird, Libby Baird, Renee Beaudette, Rachel J3ravennan, Linnea Brown, Kelly •
O'Connor, Cathleen Cw.te, Xristin Davis, Christine Dellert, D~elle DePari, Crystal ~inosa, Katrina
Hammer, Duffy Hery, Alexi Howk, Jason Irsay, Rebecca Kulchak, Julie Monheim, Carly Morris, Sheyla
Nieves, nJfany Repecki, Adam Rosche, Donna Schuman; Nanci Schwartt, Anne Sinatra, Sam Sotolongo,
David Taylor; Srom WRtl"W: Tom Alexander, Chris Bernhardt, Charvi Magdaong, Joey Trapani;
PliotoG.llAPllERS: Katie Flath, Kurt Isaacs, Marin Olson, .Adam ROsche, Donna T. Schuman, Mike Sudol

luuS'llW'Oas: Christopher Arnold, Leon Ten:y
l'IODIJCTION ~imm: Cluistopher Arnold
~ ~ Mark Lanaris, Yanique Lawrence, Joey Myers,
Jennifer Peppers, Theresa Sievensoo

Dennis Joyaner, assistant supervisor of elections in
Seminole County; said nis
county has also prepared for
this election, although in different ways. "On Election
Day; there will be signs every. where for the voters to figure ·
out how to use the ballots,''. he
said.
"In Seminole County we
publish a ballot in the Sunday
newspapers
(Orlando
and
Sanford
Sentinel
Herald)," Joyaner said. "We
do not send a sample ballot
· out in the mail. It is not
mandatory..:;
Like Orange County;
Seminole County has not
changed j.ts voting equipment, Joyaner said. 'We have
the same equipment from the
last presidential election.
We've used the same optical
scanning equipment since
1996. It's one of the two [voting systems] that are
approved by the state. The
other is the touch-screen,
which is just now being instituted in Palm Beach."
Cowles said he hopes
voters will not avoid th_e polls
Tuesday. "Will voter turnout
· be up for next Tuesday's election or down due to the voter
problems of , Florida?" ·he
asked.
Sandra Goard, the supervisor of elections for
· Seminole County; hopes for a
voter turnout of at least 62
percent, a 10 percent reduction from last y~ar.

1be OmJra/. Florida FuJure is a free
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Islam Awareness
Week .dispels myths

ORLANDO

.

-

FOOT & ANKLE

CLINIC
Personalized Foot Pain Solutions for the Active Adult

Todd C. Talbert, ·nPM
8000 Red -Bug Lake Road, Oviedo

Speeches, presentations
highlight sessions
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

Last
week's
Islam
Awareness Week gave members
of . the Muslim Student
Association . (MSA) a chance to
educate UCF students about misconceptions assoeiated with the
Islamic religion. ·
"Some people literally have
no idea what Islam is about," said
Faraz Kureshi, vice president of
the MSA. Kureshi, 21, a molecular biology major, said Islam
Awareness Week was meant to
educate and not to force Islamic
beliefs on others. "This is the only
way to do away with misinformation."
Last Monday night the MSA
· hosted a presentation, provocatively titled "Preparing for
Jihad," by Muhammed Quader.
Quader, part of a diversity
training company, said the common definition of jihad, holy war,
is a myth. ':Jihad is not a holy war
- no such term exists in the
Koran. Fighting is mentioned, but
not connected with jihad."
He said jihad was part of an
inner battle. '.'Struggling against
one's own desires is jihad,"
Quader said.
People strapping bombs on
themselves and flyingplanes into
buildings contradicts the Koran,
Quader said. "This is totally for.bidden from a Muslim perspective,'' he said. ''You are not
allowed to .take the life of an innocent."
.
Quader called the oppression of Muslim women another
misconception. He said cultural
differences make women's clothing seem oppressive, but the
clothing is hberating. He said
through covering .themselves,
women can "get away from this
whole obse~sion with the way we
·look - the fixation on beauty."
Women are greatly honored
in the Islamic culture, Quader
said ''The prophet Muhammed,
peace be upon him, said the most
righteous·person in society Wfill
the one who was kindest to his
wife," he said ·
.

Musri, another UCF graduate, is
the president of the- Islamic
Society of Central Florida and
also serves as the co-chai:pnan of
the Interfaith Council of Central
Florida.
. Quader said the media
Davis said the conflict jn the
· skews Americans' views of Middle East results from false
Muslims: "If your view of religions. "Because people are
America was based on watching . spiritually impotent, they have to
Jerry Springer, then you would use bloodshed to win converts,"
have a very obtuse view of what Davis said
America is about." He said the
Phillips said Jews believe all.
me~a
often
stereotypes people are created in ·God's
Muslims.
image, and everyon~ .is special.
"Part of [intolerance] is
Said Musri: "When humans
myth, and unfortunately, part of it take any legislation, from man or
is true," Quader said Non-toler- God, they are bound to.interpret
ant Muslim parts of the world it differently" He said God did not
. have nothing to do with Islam, he . make three different religions
said. He said a lot of the toler- .and said there should not be a
ance, or lack thereof, is connect- conflict in the Middle East.
ed with politics.
The panelists also answered
A common myth says all a question about their religion's
Muslims are Arabic, he said. beliefs regarding the afterlife.
"Only about 15 percent of
"Hell is a reali~' Davis said.
Muslims are Arab."
"Hell is real, and it is hot. Please
On Thursday night the MSA don't go there."
held another event, a tri-faith diaPhillips said the concept of
logue at the Student Union. hell does not exist in Judaism. By
Three panelists, representing living the best they can and keepChristianity, Judaism and Islam, ing the commandments, Jews
answered questions on a variety believe they will bring about a
· of topics.
time when the Messiah will come
"If a Jew and a Muslim can to earth, she said.
come and sit down together,
"Tb.is life is a temporary
that's a huge step," Kureshi said. life,'' Musri said. He said he does
Ya.sir Munir, the event's not believe only Muslinis go to
mediator, asked the panelists,_ heaven. However, he said people
''What should a believer in your can not be converted. ''You teach,
faith do?'
they decide."
"Follow Jesus," answered
Munir then asked the panPaul Davis, the Christian repre- elists how their respective relisentative. Davis, a UCF graduate, gions regard homosexuality .
works as an evangelist and as a Said Davis: "I will welcome any
leader for the campus ministry R homosexual who wants to come.
Generation. Davis angered some God loves the sinner, hates the
audience members with his com- sin."
Phillips said people will find
ments.
different
levels of tolerance in the
Respondingto Munir's quesfaith.
There is less tolerJewish
tion, Julia Phillips, the Judaic
representative, said to follow ance within the Orthodox faith,
commandments · and traditions. more within the conservative
She_said beliefs differ between branch, and the reformed Jews
the three branches of Judaism: ordain homosexuals, she said.
"Homosexuality is not
orthodox, reformed and conservative. Phillips works as the accepted in Islam as a normal
director of education at the behavior," Musri said. He said
Congregation of Liberal Judaism, homosexuality is not condemned,
a reform congregation in but worked with and treated as
an illness.
·
.
Orlando.
The
mediator
concluded
the
The Islamic representative,
Muhammad Musri, said, "The event by saying, "Whatever our
word Muslim means peaceful." differences may ·be, we are all
He said Muslims must follow the children of Adam. May peace be
Koran and decide how to live. with us all.'.'
..

-..

-LASER provides transport for
more than 400 students·daily
FROM PAGE

1·

Knights Court. She decided it was
too dangerous to cross Alafaya's
six lanes of heavy traffic.
Recently, the public has criticized LYNX because it spent
$22,000 to send employees to.the
American Public Transportation
Conference in Las Vegas and is
still cutting stops.
Watson said, "We se;nt some
very key players to ·this conference, people who will make some
very important decisions regarding LYNX and expanded tran&portation alternatives· in this
comm.unity."

Watson defended the deci- employee, has ridden the LASER
sion to send the employees to Las bus for 12 years. He said that
Vegas. ''This is a small portion of when the bus stops, it will cause
our overall operating budget," the UCF oomlnunity "more traf~· Watson said ''Th clarify this betfie, m~re cars and more
ter, LYNX's annual operating headaches."
budget for the · fiscal year
·The JASER system started
2001;2002 was $76.5 million. Of in September of 1994 to accomthat money, only $172,965 was modate riders ·to and from the
allocated for travel and training. UCF campus. The shuttle arrives
We spent $129,691 <.>!that money." at each stop every 30 minutes. It
Watson said: ''The LASER -- runs Monday through Friday
system is only in and around .the from 7:15 a.m. to 6:15 p.m. ·
campus and only touched a few of
LYNX will hold a public
the apartments near campus. meeting concerning this issue at
Walkini, biking and car-pooling . 6 p.m. Nov. 20 at the Orange ,
would be alternatives."
County Public Library Alafaya
Michael Smith, a UCF Branch.
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Citing safety,
police halt
·Sobriety test
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

Kristine Ann Handley; 24,
was arrested . on charges of
ciriving under thein:fluence on
Oct. 23. Officer James Roberts
stopped Handley for speeding
on Gemini Boulevard. Roberts
· said Handley's eyes were
glassy and her breath smelled
of alcohol.
Handley told Roberts she
had two or three beer~ at The
Liquid Cellar. During field
sobriety tests, Roberts said
Handley was swaying and
appeared to be unstable in her
shoes. He stopped the tests
early "for her safety."

Joint-fest equals jail time

•

News• S

Travis Pradetto Hagler,
18, was arrested on charges of
possession ·of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia on Oct. 24. Officer Scott
Penvose wa.S dispatched to the
Lake Claire Apartments
' because a resident complained that his roommate
was smoking marijuana.
The complainant directed
Penvose to Hagier's room,
where Hagler and five other
people were sitting. Penvose
asked Hagler what he was
smoking, and Hagler said it
was marijuana.
At Penvose's request,
Hagler produced a small black
bag of marijuana and a burnt
pipe. When officers s:arched
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(based on ~uccessful
internship performance)

•

a $2,500 monthly based
internship salary

•

housing accommodations
in Atlanta

•

round-trip transportation to
and from Atlanta (point' of
origin and return; international
travel will not be provided)

•

local transportation to and
from your internship site

•

applicants must meet all
eligibility requirements
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College,

Experience
of a Lifetime!
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Hagler's room, they found several drug paraphernalia items
and three unknown pills.
Hagler was transported to the
Orange County Jail.

Just say no to 'blow'
Daniel Lee McDermott,
18, was arrested on charges of
possession of cocaine and
driving under the influence on
Oct. 30. Officer Elwood
Furnas stopped McDermott
for driving left of the center
line on Libra Drive.
After making contact with
McDermott, Furnas noticed
that McDermott's eyes were
bloodshot and glassy. Furnas
said McDermott did not Im.ow
the time or the date and had a
hard time keeping his balance.
McDermott told police he
had been drinking beer and
smoking some marijuana.
Upon searching McDermott's
wallet,
Corporal
Dale
Dennariy found a small bag of
white powder.
McDermott told police the
powder was "ye-yo" and
"blow." McDermott also stated
that he was in a drug program
and could not be doing drugs.
McDermott was transported
to the Orange County Breath
Testing Center, where he told
police he would not submit to
a urine test because they
would find "two Xanax and
some marijuana" in his system.

•

For more program details:
www.uncf.org

vvwvv.coca-colaoncampus.com

Application
Deadline: ·
Decernber16,2002
C 2002 The Coca-Cola Company. •coca-Cola" is a

registered trademark of The Coca-Cola Company.
UNCF's name and logo are registered servicemarks of

the United Negro College Fund, Inc.

.Please Reserve Your Seat To
Attend TIAA-CREF's Financial
Education Seminar On:
·Retirement Income Flexibilities
· Get answers to the important questions facing you at retirement-how
much money Is enough ... what are your retirement income
options... when and how can you begin receiving income, and more.
Date:
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Place:
Student Union, Room 222

You can also meet with a TIAA-CREF
Financial Consultant for one-on-one
counseling .on:
Date:
Wednesday, November 6, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Place:
Student Union, Room 222

SIDE-STEPPIN6

Date:
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Time:
10:45 am - 4:30 pm
Plcice:
Student Union, Room 222

•

Date:
Monday, December 16, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Place: ·
Student Union, Room 222
Date:
Tuesday, · December I 7, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Place:
.
Student Union, Room 222

•

RSVP:
Call at I 800-842-2003 to schedule an appointment or register
online at www.tiaa-cref.org/moc

~~

I:'

Managing money for people
with other things to think about:u

•
KATIE FLATH I CFF

Students in.the Country Western Dance class l~arn country line dancing at
the UCF Arena Thursdays.

~

Toll free: 1-866-671-7237

RETIREMENT I

INSURANC~

I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products.
For more information, call (800) 842-2733, ext. 5'509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before investing. © 2002 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund <TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017
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Deputy advocates awareness,
vigilance.for student safety
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

During a speech to a
tourism management class
on Oct. 21,' Orange County
Sheriff's Deputy Craig
Dorris urged students to
remain vigilant ,a nd protect
themselves.
In order to prevent
crime, students need to
limit what they carry with
them, Dorris said. · Often
stuqents take credit cards,
more cash than they need
and their Social Security
cards with them to classes.
"You
don't
need
it.
Possessions are safer at
home," he said.
One possession students should keep on hand
at all times is a cell -phone,
Dorris said.
"I'm a big advocate of
cell phones," he said. "Cell
phones are safety devices."
Dorris said students in
particular and people in
general should better prepare themselves when traveling. "When we travel, we
put the brain in neutral," he
said. "Sometimes I get a little stupid when I travel, and
I'll say that about myself so
that I can say if about others." He said tourists··often
put on Mickey Mouse ears
and shorts and lose all
· sense of reality.
-"Look around, not to
the extent of paranoia, but
plan ahead," he said.
Students also should
have a roadside aseistance
plan, Dorris- said. If a stu- ·
dent's car oreaks down,
Dorris said the student
.should call the police. He
said police will wait with
the student until roadside
assistance arrives. "[The
students]
are
sitting
ducks," he said.
"My car doors are

Tourism workers should
know what to look for
always locked," Dorris said.
''Always, always, always."
In particular, students
\VhO work in the hospitality
industry should be able to
recognize and report suspicious people, said Dorris,
who works in the sheriff's
office diVision of homel~d
security. "When people
work, they figure out what
is suspicious behavior."
Sara Stasiewicz, a
sophomore, said although
she hasn't -w itnessed a
crime, she agrees that students need to. stay aware.
Stasiewicz, a hospitality
management major, works
as a character at Disney.
"We're working for these
tourists," Stasiewicz said.
"[Disney] is such a magical
place, there should be nothing to spoil it."
Dorris said he advocates a "challenge culture,"
which . involves a . combination of . customer service
and awareness. He said
employees in the tourism
industry should ask questions when people act suspiciously "You must be professional and courteous
and find out what they are
doing," Dorris said.
. Dorris said _to watch for
people walking or driving
aimlessly Cars parked out
of place and temporary tags
should also catch the eye of
tourism professionals, he
said.
Students also should
listen for any unusual conversation. "Perpetrators
love to brag," Dorris said.
"We have a new threat in
America and it starts occasionally with idle talk."

"Are we trying to keep
the public paranoid?"
Dorris asked. "No. But we
should learn from the tragic
stories of others."
Dorris
said
that
Orlando, the tourism capital of the world, has become
a frequent target of counterfeiters. "The three top
cities for passing counterfeit money are New York,
Las Vegas and Orlando,"
Dorris ·said. "We .recently
got bumped up to second."
Students can help prevent circu1ation of counterfeit bills by staying aware,
Dorris said: "Every one of
us knows what money feels
like," he said. "Mostly [the
counterfeit money] is $100
bills and mostly it gets
passed at Disney."
Dorris talked about
hotel-room security.
"-T heoretically
you
should be able to leave anything in a hotel room and
come back to it," Dorris
said. "Theoretically."
·He said the state legislature passed a law making
theft from hotels a felony.
European tourists, excited
about the weather, often
leave their hotel doors
open, said Dorris. "These
people have money; and
things that are pa~able."
Macario Garcia, 21, a
telephone board operator
for Loews Hotels, said he
recently reported a crime.
"When the guests came in,
someone had taken their
credit cards and stuff they
had bought at the parks,"
s:;tid Garcia, a junior at
UCF. "I called in security
and they notified the

. police."
"I think 'Dorris' advice
is smart, but I'm .not going
to go jump in front of a gun
for a tourist," Garcia said.
''I'in sorry, but that's not
happening."
Elisa Ellison, 21, also a
telephone board operator.
for Loews Hotels, agreed
with Dorris that people
stay . vigilant.
should
"People need to be more
cautious of their surroundings and more cautious of
certain areas," Ellison said.
"They should also be prepared." Ellison, a ·junior at
UCF, said people must be
more careful in-hotel-rooms.
Credit card fraud has
skyrocketed, but students
can help thwart it, Dorris
The
American
said.
Banking Association reported banks lost $96 million in robberies last year.
However, $10 billion was
taken in credit card fraud.
"Zow!" Dorris said. "That·
got my attention."
Dorris said students
working in s.a les could help
prevent credit card fraud.
He said he uses ·one sentence when he teaches people how to stop ·fraud.
"Check the signatures."
He said the unit finds
signs important for crime
prevention. He said tourists
get lost and sometimes just
stop where they are. This
makes tourists an easy target, he said. Tourists need
to have a clear idea of
where to go,· and signs can
help with directions, he
said.
Dorris, in law enforcement for 30 years, said he
has worked with the crime
prevention unit for four
years. He previously flew
helicopters with the police
force and also worked as a
detective.

DAN6EROUS CROSSIN6

SGA Briefs
SHEYLA NIEVES
- STAFF WRITER

SGA leaders rush to inform student
voters on education amendments
Concerned that students may be ·uninformed about Election Day ballot measures that ,
potentially impact higher education, the Student
Government Association will address those
issues in a forum at 11:30 a.m. today at the
Student Union.
SGA leaders believe students will be better
equipped when voting on amendments .after
- hearing guest speakers or SGA leaders answer
questions from students.
The
College
Democrats,
College
Republicans and the Progressive Council were
invited to attend and _b ring speakers as well.
SGA leaders worry about students will vote
on amendments 9 and 11 without knowing hOw
deeply they may impact higher educati9n.
Students need to hear the different views on
Amendments 9 and 11 and what. each one
entails, Student Body President Marro Pefia
said.
~endment 11 adds a statewide governing
board to regulate the 11 trustee boards at each
state university. Amendment 9 calls for smaller
class sizes in grades K to·12.
Lindsey Ellerbach, president of the College
Democrats, agrees with Pefia.
.
"The amendments aie written iri technical ·
language and it's difficult for people to read
through the jargon and understan<fwhat's going
on," she said. "This will allow students to make
educated choices."
Supporters of Amendment 11 argue that
less political influence will exist under the new
system. Opponents say the creation of a
statewide governing board adds more bureaucracy ·and takes control from the university
trustee boards.
Supporters of Amendment 9 argue that students will benefit academically and' teachers Will
be more effective with smaller classes, which
would take effect by 2010. Opponents say the
measure co:uld cost $27 billion to implement, thus .
raising taxes inc1:'ease and putting pressure on
the education system to find qualifie<rteachers.
The Florida Student Association (FSA), a
lobbying group comprising student government
offi~ials from all the state universities except the University of Florida, has taken a stand against
both of the amendments. In a press release; FSA stated that students'
needs were unaddressed by the defunct Board of
Regents. In particular,- FSA cited the board's
decisions to ~ prevent law schools at Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical University and
Florida International University and a medical
school at Florida State University, and its decision to.add a transportation access fee to tuition.
FSA supports the current system because it
promotes the different interests found at each
state university, the release said.
FSA also opposes Amendment 9 because its
members believe the costs of funding the education changes would hurt funding for state universities, limit financial aid and may inflate tuition
and fees.

One less right hand man for
future student body president
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Anew traffic l~ght in f~ont of the Recre~tion and Wellness Center will soon ease the tension between students and cars. The crossing is usually the sight
of unhappy drivers trymg to get past endless packs of students who walk obliviously across the street.

.

SGA's confusion ov:er' how many vice presidents should exist appears to be cleared - at
least for the n~ presidential election. ·
Toni Huddleston, vice president for student
development and enrollment services, approved
the student body's vote on an amendment that
cuts SGA's number of vice presidents from two to
one.
An executive vice president was created in
1998 and since then, three attempts by two different senates to switch back to one vice president have failed repeatedly.
During SGA's fall elections, 84 percent of 1,
270 students voted for the change that sent the
amendment to its final approval with Huddleston
, -,
on Oct. 28. _
·Ctirrently, the student body vice president
chairs the student senate·, breaks tie votes and is
first in presidential succession. The executive
vice ·president oversees cabinet members.
After SGA's spring presidential elections,
one vice president will carry out the duties of the
current executive vice president, break tie votes
in Senate and be first in' a presidential succession:
The chairing of the Senate falls to a Senate ·
elected leader. Changes take effect on May 8,
2003.
.
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SGA will.be hosting an

'

OPEN ·FORUM ·
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I or all students tli attend
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Marco Peiia, Brian _Kirlew, and

B~ian

Battles will be present ·to field concerns.

•·

.

When November S
11:30 am - .12:4S pm
Where Student Union 21 8AB

·why For the students
For more info., call 401-823-2191, stop bv SU 214 or visit www.sga.ucl.edu
Funded bv ActivilV and Service Fee through the Student Govemmenl Association
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Right around the corner from UCF
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OUR STANCE:

Don't punish children
for being misguided
ents' permission. They are more vulnerable and
uthorities in Yirginia indicted John Lee
less self-disciplined than adults, he said.
Malvo, 17, as an adult on murder
Therefore, those under 18 should.not {ace the
charges. If convicted, he will face the
death penalty for his involvement in the
death penalty.
Washington, D.C.-~ea sniper attacks
The random and terrifying string of murders so appalled the nation that relatively few
that left 10 people dead.
The .Malvo case has reignited the debate
~ti-death penalty crusaders seem willing to
over executing minors. Certainly; the despicable defend him. Whether he acted of his own volition or simply went along with his older conature of the crimes of which Malvo is accused
defendant, _John Allen Muhammad, 41, the evihas quieted most objections to the death penaldenee indicates that Maivo pulled the trigger in
ty that he now faces.
· at least some of the shootings. For taking peoMalvo' s case directly relates to
Amendment 1, on which Floridians will vote
ple's lives, Malvo should face an extremely
Tuesday. As Florida law stands now, the state
harsh penalty. He should not, however, face the
death penalty.
_
cannot execute a person who committed his
More than likely Muhammad influenced
crimes as a minor. If voters approve
Amendment 1, it will .allow the state to impose
Malvo and coerced him to participate in the
the death penalty on killers as young as 16.
attacks. As a mlnor, Malvo fell prey to the homi·Just weeks ago, Supreme Court Justice
cidal urges of his "step-father" and guardian.
If convicted, Malvo deserves life in prison.
John Paul Stevens stated his opposition to capital punishment for people under the age of 18.
He would have a lifetime to think about the
Stevens wrote that use of the death_ penalfy . lives he took. H the government executes Malvo,
for 16- and 17-year-olds "is a relic of the past
the U.S. would have to answer to criticism from
·and is ·inconsistent with evolving standards-of
all sides. How could this country accuse others
decency in a civilized society."
of human rights violations when it executes '
Stevens argued those under 18 cannot
minors? Put Malvo away for life if a jury conserve on juries, vote or marry without their par- victs him.

A

:

OUR STANCE:

Feds stepping on
states.' decisions
T

he 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Sadly, the Drug Enforcement
ruled last week that physicians need
Administration has raided -several medicinal
. not fear losing their licenses for premarijuana distributors, which legally sold pot
scribing marijuana to patients.
to patients with prescriptions from their docAlthough patients cannot legally obtain tors. 'The U.S. Justice Department has proseor use marijuana under federal law, physicians cuted medicinal marijuana distributors for viocan now speak favorably about the benefits of . lating federal laws, although they did not
marijuan~ use and suggest that patients use
break any state laws.
it.
Medicinal marijuana patients swear by
The court ruled that restricting physithe plant, so much so that two California
cians from discussing marijuana.with their - · patients filed a lawsuit last month requesting
patients violated physicians' freedom ·of
·an.injtlilction to stop the federal government
speech.
from arresting people for medically using marFinally, a federal court moved toward the
ijuana.
middle. Nine states have already passed laws
In an article on CNN.com, one of the plainallowing patients to use marijuana for medicitiffs, Angel McClary Raich, said she felt angry
nal purposes, and a vast majority of
'and would fight with "every single ounce of
Americans (80 percent according-to a recent
energy that I have left" to make sure the gov" Time/CNN poll) do not oppose the medicinal
ernment does not take the drug away from her.
.
,
use of marijuana.
The U.S. government should respect the
The White House Office of National Drug
rights of states that pass medical marijuana
Control concedes that marijuana may be effec- laws. The voters in these states approved such
tive in combating nausea associated with canlaws because they felt that patients should
cer or AIDS treatments.
have access-to any medicine that can alleviate
Study after study has demonstrated the · their pain and improve their quality of life.
effectiveness of marijuana use in treating a
It's time for the government to start lislarge number of medical conditions including
tening tq the people from whom it derives its
mtiltiple sclerosis, glaucoma and arthritis. ·
power. Let patients use their medicine.

•·
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Students
satisfied with medkal care at Health Center
.
-

Linnea Brown's article. "Prognosis poor for
Health Center?" published Oct 31 focused on several
specific cases of patients who apparently were not
satisfied with the care they received. It also pointed
out the necessity of patients promptly reporting
such incidents to.the. Health Center's administration.
It is only through feedback such as this that we can
continue our long tradition of providing high quality. convenient and affordable medical care to UCF
students.
·
Ms. Brown also correctly stated that the vast
majority of patients - 94 percent on the spring
2002 survey - are extremely pleased with the com-

petency and caring nature of our healthcare
providers. Additionally. patients who wish to provide
feedback regularly use a comment box displayed
prominently in ·our lobby. The comments generally
run 3 to 1in favorable comments. Both positive and
negative comments are carefulfy revi~ by our
management and_have resulted in improved services.
.
It is certainly our goal-and desire that every
patient will leave the Hearth c.enter ml on their way
to a full recovery. every time.
-BOBFAIJST
. Director ofStudent Health Services

Virginity: An esteeming word
Christine Dellert's article entitled, 'The value of
virginity," published Oct. 28 is very well written, but
she does not give a very important reason for wait.ing to have sex when she quotes Jesse as wanting to
preserve himself emotionally and physically.
Yes. virginity will almost certainly guarantee
that one will not get a sexually transmitted infection. a physical benefit. Yes. virgins will also have a
higher self-esteem, an emotional benefit. However
_she fails to make known the consequence that sex
has on long-term relationships.
Namely. women who are not virgins when

they become married have a 71 percent higher
divorce rate. according to the National Survey of
Family Growth. as quoted in a book by 0-iarles
Colson. If you don't think divorce is bad, consider the
life of Kurt Cobain. His parents divorced when he was
8 years old, and his mother stated that it destroyed
him. In fact, in one of his earlier attempts to commit suicide, he had written a note that said he would
rather die than go through a divorce. Your readers
would do ml to consider this. and so would
Christine and Jesse.
-JIJSTJN RYBERG .

Cosmo, Maxim last place students should loOk fOr sex advice
I was reading staff writer Katrina Hammer's
commentary "A forum of foreplay?" published Oct. 28.
Iwas a little perturbed to see that she closed the artide with the statement. 'leave sexual explanations to
Cosmo and Maxim."
If she waoted to give advice on where to find
accurate sexual information. the last place to tell anyone to look is Cosmo or Maxim. Both are often inaccurate with their sex.files. and. contrary to popular
belief. are not the bible of men or women.
.
I can understand why she·feels that excessive
sexual commentary on web sites is not anymore cred, -- ible than the aforementionl'd magazines, but there is
· nothing '.1Vrong with providing students with as many .

tools as they ·need to ~ able to have normal and
healthy sexual lives.
Lord knows·!don't want to ha\€ to rely on that
~b site for·my. ahem, lessons..but still, someone out
there may not know where e&> to look
·
Regardl!!i'i of the validfly of the site, please
don't refer to Cnsmoas a good-provider of sexual infu.
It's n.ot a grffit idea to haw a bunch of 9irts -running
around thinking that a suunchie is Gods gift to oral
sex or men thinking that fNffY girl they m!.'et is going
. to discreetly strip off her panties and stuff them in his
pocket with her numOO-. (JJsmq is purely fur enter- tainment. as maybe this site should be.
-MY WIWS
PLEASE

SEE ~etters

ON

9

•

"Whenever you find yourself.on the side of the majority,
·
it's time to pause and reflect."
- MARK TWAIN

CorrectiOn:
pue to edi~ing ~rrors, the article "Small place. great taste" by Donna St:human published Oct 31.
incorrectly 1denttfi_ed owner Tony Abba.te as the restaurant's chef. Also. the restaurant offers 20 different
subs, not 20 different vegetarian dis_hes.
-

•

•
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.~Smolder. the- smokers,

·out with the butts
.HOME WITH NO NAME

•

•
· 'Ibmorrow; many thingB
will be decided upon. One of the
• more interesting decisions will
be amendment 6, which would
ban smoking in restaurants,
work places and other public
• venues.
In c_onsidering such a ban
that would turn the home of Big
• Tobacco into a smoke free
state, some are huffing that it
violates property rights-, others
call it a violation of civil rights
" and some are merely concerned
with the dollars and cents at
stake.
While unopposed to the .
smoking ban that will likely
pass, I too admit that I've discovered one of the shortcomingB of the amendment. One
thing that amendment 6 should
have been included - but isn't
a part of the measure - would

be a smoke-free campus .
But aren't campuses
already smoke-free? Well, in a
way they are. You won't see
people smoking inside the
.
Student Union or the bookstore
but smokers will still light up on
their way to class or outside of
buildingB during breaks surrounded by dozens of nonsmokers.
I feel as if I am walking
through a smoking·section
every time I try to enter a building to ~t to class. I cannot sit
outside ·a.pd enjoy the fresh air
without inhaling a breath of air
contaminated with cigarette
smoke.
Then, there is the problem
of litter. Why is it necessary to
throw cigarette butts on the
ground or into a bush?
Perhaps this will sound
overly critical, but I don't care.
Don't try to blow second-hand
smoke up my butt and tell me
that the smoke I inhale from a
smoker I pass on the way to
class is somehow less damaging
.than if I sit in a restaurant and
~t the very same whiff.
Fbr a habit that causes
53,000 deaths a year, no amount
of banning is enough. But most
of all, no amount of banning is
enough in a place like a public

institution of education.
I contend that it is my right
.to walk on campus and not
breathe in cancer-causing second-hand smoke. I also .contend
that it is our right, as students,
to have an attractive campus
not covered with cigarette
butts.
Would this infrin~ upon
anyone's rights? Not exactly, as
there is no guaranteed right to
smoke. I do think, however, that
non-smokers rights should far
out-weigh those of smokers.
Let me point out that I
have nothing against smokers,
and I'm not suwsting that all
smokers have to die so that
non-smokers can live, but a
smoker's rights end where J:!lY
clean air begins.
'
It is time that UCF went
smoke-free - completely. No
smoking on the benches, outside of buildingB, around the
Reflecting Pond. If UCF were to
implement such a policy, they
would be showing their support
in the fight against smoking,
against Big Tobacco and even
against cimcer.
Tomorrow; vote yes on
an;iendment 6.

Columnist Joey Myers can be
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com

·IJon 't give aflying chad
KELLY O'CONNOR
. STAFF WRITER

•

Hold the ballot. Can someone please tell me what exactly
we are voting for in the upcoming election? I am not alone in
saying that voting doesn't matter
to me and so many colle~ students are apathetic when it
• comes to exercising their right to
vote.
I guess it is rather disheartening to think that voting, something that takes less than ten
minutes of a person's time to fill _
out a registration form to·do, can
• be such a bother to myself and ·
so many others.
·
But honestly I choose not to
be bothered. Why can't I be bothered?
Well for starters, while I can
physically read the ballot measures and spell the candidates
• names, I certainly cannot make
an informed deci.Sion about any
because I can't comprehend
what they are saying or what

. tuition at UCF?
Perhaps I don't vote
because my parents never told
me to - one of the only things I
was never ordered to do and I
embraced that as one less
they stand for.
responsibility to worry abo~t.
To me votingwould be like
Maybe I am apathetic
taking another chemistry test
because it seems that my one
that I'm bound to fail because
vote amongst so many others
the information on the amendwill not matter. The world,
ments and candidates is that for- including my own, will continue
eign tome.
to turn and life will move on
Watching the news, if even
whether it's Jeb or ...who's the
for a brief synopsis, doesn't
other candidate?
make me feel any better about
Maybe I won't vote because
the situation either. In fact it con- I don't care about pigB, considerfuses me even more with all of
ing I eat them every morning
the extra garbage that they seem with my eggs and toa8t, and
to alWays throw in there.
because I'm not a serial murderMaybe I don't care to cast · er who faces the death penalty.
my vote because I know that the
But ultimately the reason I
people runniilg for office do not
can't be bothered to vote stems
-care about our age group, and
from my Palm Beach County
most have failed to address any
roots. If I don't have the ability to
issues that affect coll~ studo it right, I'll make tlie next wis. dents. Why should I care about
est decision and save myself the
medical malpractice, when I am
embarrassment of mismarking a
struggling to pay increasing
ballot.

Reasons not to
vote on Nov. 5

Seniors becoming stu~ents again
Ienjoyed the article, 'love of learning
brings seniors back to school," by Crystal
Espinosa published Oct. 31.
Iam a member of the same group but
there are a small. but growing number of
senior students. aften with advanced
degrees. who are taking 12-15 credits of regular courses. This I believe is a beneficial situation for the young undergraduate student
and the returning student. I am taking 15
credit hours and also attend classes at
Stetson and Rollins and the courses range

from film to philosophy. Much to my surprise. I met some of my peers doing the
same.
I have come -aware of the fact that
University of Florida will be building an
active retirement center right on campus. In
view of the enormous number of baby
boomers coming on board. this may be an
interesting private venture for UCF.

-SEYMOUR WEINER M.D.

Send your letter
6ot a gripe?Oon,t agree with
our columnists?
..

Let us know!
Send e-mail to:

editor@ucjfuture.com
or log on to www.ucjfuture.com

AT
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Forlhe third time

this season; UCF
·blows ha/,flime.lead

}OE KALEITA I

CFF

The women's soccer team heads into the A-Sun
tournament with a 10-1 conference record.

Knights
clinch· .
top·seed
CHARVI MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

The UCF women's soccer team
assured itself the No. 1 seed and ·a
first-round bye in the Atlantic Sun
Tournament with a 2-0- Win at
Stefson on Friday.:
The win capped off one of the
most successful seasons in UCF histQry. The Golden Knights finished 164, tying the 1999 team for most wins
in a season. UCF is 10:.1 in the conference and will travel to Buies
Creek, N. C., to face the winner of the
No. 3 and No. 6 seeds. at 4 p.m.
Friday.
Against the Hatters, UCF domi-

KRISTY SHONKA .
STAFF WRITER

Through two quarters Saturday it looked like
UCF was going to pick up its second win in 25 tries
over a school from a Bowl Championship Series

P.LEASE SEE

Conference.The Golden Knights were up on the Big .c.

Kuhlman ON 11

East's Syracu.se 21-10, but unfortunately for UCF the
'

game di_
dn't end there.

}OE KALEITA

to

I CFF

· UCF lost Syracuse 38-35 Saturday, despite Stanford
Rhule's (top) eight tackles and Alex Haynes' 98
rushing yards. The loss drops the Knights to 3-5 on
the year.

GAME · COVERAGE
Football notebook
·- inside the numbers.
Around the lockenooni
MAC scoreboard
-SH12

. MEN'S SOCCER
NOTEBOOK

The O:rangemen scored 28 Michigan. But UCF led Tuledo,
seoond half points to erase an 18- Syracuse and Arizona State at
point deficit for a 38-35 win. The the half, before squandering
Knights dropped to 3-5 on. the those leads in the seoond half.
season in front of a season-high
At one point Saturday the
24,043 fans at the Citrus Bowl.
Golden Knights led the
''The sun's goingto'c~ome up Or~men 21-3, but they couldtomorrow," UCF offensive coor- n't hold on. The 18-point leild is
dinatoi' Robert McFarland said _ the seoond-largest blown le,ad in
"But right now it's a ·sad feeling UCF histocy
right -here in the locker room.
'We just weren't able to get
Tho~ guys fought and competed it done late in the game," UCF
and we had it all the way there . Coach Mike Kruczek said
till the very end and we just did''Thirty-five points is plenty
n't get it done and that's upset- to win a football game."
ting. I thought the crowd was
Botched special teams ·
great and theywanted to win one plays, poor run defense and a
for the crowd and put a W' there sporadic offense hll.I't UCF's last
against a quality opponent like chanoo at a win_over a big-name ·
Syracuse."
program this season. ·
·
The Knights have struggled
Place-kicker Matt Prater
in the seoond ball this season, had two field goals blocked and
getting outscored 134-87 in the missed a thirQ. and Asante
.!ffia1 tw,o quarters, including ·five Samuel fumbled a punt return.
scoreless third quarters and two
With 2:55 left in the game
scorele8s fourth quarters. If all of the Knights lined up for a 47-yard
UCF's ga.IQ.es ended after the field-gt>al attempt by Prater that
first two periods the Golden would have tied the game at 38,
Knights· would be · 5-2-1 0£1 the but for the second time in the
season.
game Prater's kicked was
· They would still have losses blocked The Orangemen recovto Penn State and Marshall and ered, and the UCF defense
would have tied Western forced Syracuse to punt less
· PLEASE SEE

Knights beat

Campbell, earn
spot in A-Sun
Tournament
·TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's soccer team
improved to 5-2-1 in the Atlantic Sun
Conference with a win in a 2-1 thriller
over Campbell University on
Sat_illday. The win guarantees t:P,e
Golden Knights a spot in the foilr;.
~earn A-Sun Tournament that is Nov.
15-16.
. The Fighting Camels opened up:
the scoring jlist over three minutes
into the match when Campbell's
Jason Kirk stole the. ball, -_then
crossed to Shaun Elbaum, who beat
UCF's Ryan Mcintosh for the goal.
Freshman Juan Pablo Giraudo
_snagged his eighth goal of the year as
he evened the game for the Knights in
the 70th minute. Giraudo's goal came

Offense ON 1~

PLEASE SEE_UCF ON

-·

11
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_Cross-country
teams place in
.the top five
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

A pair of juniors finished
14th as the top UCF finishers
in the men's and women's
Atlantic Sun Cross Country
Championships.
Juniors Sara Dillman and
Danny Cook led their respective teams to top five finishes
Saturday in Troy, Ala. Dillman
helped the women's team to a
third-place showing, while
Cook led the men's team.to a
fifth-place finish.
UCF's top three women
finished within four places
and five seconds of one another. Dillman finished · in
19:41.64, and at sophomore
Amy Giles was right on her
heels in 16th place with a time
of 19:43. 78. Astrid Claessens
_highlighted her impressive
freshman c·ampaign with a
17th-place finish in 19:46.62.

Belmont won the team
title with 37 points, with
Samford coming in second
wit~ 81 points and the Knights
took· third with 118 points.
Gardner-Webb's
Sylvia
Chelmio won the race in
18:25.15.
On the men's side senior
Sean-McCabe was the second
UCF runner to cross the finish
line. He took 28th with a time
of 27:44.04. Sophomore Ben
Mena finished 31st at 27:58.78.
Belmont also won the
men's team title with 23
points, while Samford took
second (67 points), Georgia
State finished third (77), Troy
State took fourth (81) and
UCF had 161 points in fifth.
Belmont's Kerney WµJ.iams
won the men's race and three
Bruins were in the top five. ·
Both teams will compete
in the NCAA South Regional
on Nov.15 in Knoxville, Tenn.

Sports• 11
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Is it always this hot in November?

Kuhlman records
eighth shutout of year
FROM PAGE

10 .

nated the game, totaling 32
shots and holding Stetson to
six.
Sophomore
Becca
Eshelman opened the scoring
with her sixth goal ,0f the season at the 18:35 mark.
Courtney Baines was credited
with the assist.
With-about three minutes
left in the game, freshman
Jennifer Montgomery scored
her team leading 16th goal on
the year from a cross from senior Nicole Cieslak. The two
points Montgomery received in

the match moved her to 44 on
the year and closer to the singie season record of 46 held by
Amy Jones. The 16 goals tied
with
Kelly
Montgomery
Kochevar for third place in an
individual season. Montgomery
is second in the nation among
freshmen with her 44 points.
Senior goalkeeper Jessica
Kuhlman claimed three saves
for the shutout, which is UCF's
11th on the year and eighth for
Kuhlman. Kuhlman recorded
her 18th career shutout to tie
the fifth best career in UCF history.

UCF ties Gardner-Webb .
I

Thursday afternoon when the
Bulldogs rallied from a twooff a rebound of Brian Malec's goal deficit to tie UCF 2-2.
Golden Knight Freddy
header, which Campbell goalkeeper Billy Engiishby origi- Koyagialo began the scoring
in the 32nd_ minute when he
nally saved.
·
The game would remain scored on the first of junior
tied until the 84th minute, Brian Malec's two assists. It
when Campbell was at a one- was Koyagialo's fourth goaj. of
man disadvantage due to a sec- the season. Malec's second
ond caution against Steve assist would come six minutes
Hollinger. Junior Chris Beaulac · later when he served Austin
headed one in from Austin Gunning to put UCF up 2-0.
Gunning and Eric Vasquez to · After halftime, Gardner'"
win the final Atlantic Sun game Webb's Brian Harris scored
of the season for the Knights. off a corner kick in the 52nd
UCF improved to 8-6-3 on the minute to make the score 2-1,
season going into its final regu- and he would even the game
lar season game against · in the 88th minute to send the
Florida International. The match ·into overtime. Both
Knights host the Panthers at 1 teams . played a scoreless
overtime and the match finp.m. Sunday.
ished all knotted up. UCF
Knights earn 3rd tie of season goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh
Gardner-Webb avoided its made eight saves for the
15th loss of the season Golden Knights.
FROM PAGE.IO

8 Super Soap Weekend
. . .

·

November 9 & 10

Aren't things supposed to cool down this time of year? Not when
your favorite ABC soap stars arrive at the Disney-MGM Studios for
ABC Super Soap Weekend sponsored by Colgate-Total«>! During
two full days of action and excitement, you'll get to meet the
stars, ask them questions, get their autographs and enjoy live
musical performances by Wally Kurth, Kassie De Paiva and more!
It's ABC Super Soap Weekend - the most spectacular s.oap event
around. Don't miss out!

Call (407) 397-6808 for updates and information,
or check the Web at abc.com.

Event included with regular Theme Park admission. Entertainment and
appearances subject to change without notice. ©Disney KS018245
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RYAN SCHNEIDER

Inside the numbers
continued ·

,356

,f

The junior quarterback
set a Uff record with
440 passing yards in the
loss. He completed 28of-47 passes to five different receivers. Eighteen of the 28 com- _
pletions were for gains
of 10 yards or more.

The number of receiving yards
Gabriel and Jimmy Fryzel
combined for, a UC~ record.

9

Defensiue Player of the Week

'.l'he number of rushing
attempts by the Golden Knights
in the second half.

STANFORD RHULE
I

The sophomore line-backer made eig~t tackles on the night, including six solo and one for
a loss. He anchored a
linebacker corps that
was beat up throughout
the night as middle
linebacker Chad Mascoe
and strong side linebacker Chris Pilinko battled injuries.

~

.f

MAC SCOREBOARD

I

I

~racuse

i

Inside the numbers
)

.

JOE KALElTA

CF ·
Marshall (25)
Akron
Bowling 6reen (18)
Kent State
Ohio
Miami
Western Michigan
Ball State
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan

38
35
20

34
45

14
20

38

7
17

47
21

I CFF

Alex Haynes rushed for 94 yards in the first half Saturday, including a4-yard touchdown run. ·

The number of quarters tlJ.e UCF
offensive line had gone without
giving up a sack before giving up
two against Syracuse.

Marshall gets zipped

440

CHRIS BERNHARD,T
STAFF WRITER

Though UCF lost to Syracuse, it can
take comfort in knowing that division
rival Marshall lost a conference game
against Akron, 34-20. For the
Thundering Herd, it's the first MidAmerican Conference loss of the season.
At first giance, Marshall losing to
the 1-7 Zips seems shocking. But throw
in the fact that star quarterback Bryon
Leftwich suffered a leg injury and it
becomes more understandable. Leftwich
returned to the game, but was clearly
hobbled.
.
The Thundering Herd fell to 4-1 in
conference, tying them with their next
opponent Miami of Ohio. 'UCF sits in
third at 2-2, with a contest at Miami still
looming.
"That gives us a chance," UCF wide
. receiver Doug Gabriel said. ''We wish we
would have got this win, out we got to go
out there and make sure we beat every
other team."

The number of.passing yards by
quarterback Ryan Schneider,
setting a UCF record.

539

The number of yards gained by the
UCF offense: a season record.

18

·The lead UCF squandered, the
second largest blown lead in
school history.

Offensive expl0sion

·324

The number of all-purpose yards
Doug Gabriel gained, a school record.

·.. -

Even in defeat, UCF .·ha.cl its best
· offensive game of the year. They finished
with a season-high 539 yards of total
. offense.
·
·

Quarterback Ryan Schneider set a
school record with 440 yards passing,
going 28-for-47 with a touchdown.
Gabriel and fellow wideout Jimmy
Fryzel each set career-highs in yards,
with Gabriel catching 12 passes for 206
yards and Fryzel making six receptions
for 150 yards. Their 356 com~ined yards
is the most by two UOF receivers in Ol}.e
game.
"They got some man coveragB on us
sometime and I thought Jimmy and
Doug did a good job of getting themselves open and making some plays,"
offensive coordinator Robert McFarland
said. ·
.
GabrieL who came with just eight
receptions for 77 yards in the past two
games, is just the seventh player in
school history to go over th~ 200-yard
barrier. His game ranks as the sixth best ·
by a UCF receiver.
The senior also set a school record
for all-purj:>ose yards, addirig 117 return
yards for a grand total of 324 yards.

Haynes early and often

PLEASE 'SEE

Mascoe QN t3

_$_2_- •- ~ -,I
00 I

Dean-& University (40.7) 878-8888 t-Waterford Lakes (40'7) 884-1881 - .1 .

-

·

· Running back Alex Haynes had a
spectacular first half, running .15 tin:ies
for 94 yards as Golden Knights m~e a

~OFF
II · A.KY 81BDBB
OJ'
I
I
•to B MOBB
·-"~•= J
Coming Soon: Kissimmee.• Ocoee• Oviedo J
I , I
_ ·
I
DlllVERY, D• 11 &• .DRIVE If l _
llOW J.: - - - .:::- - .J
Casselberry (407) 880-5888
Winter Springs (40'7) 8915· &808
Metrowest (407) 19lS·Sll7
Hunter's Creek (407) 888·8800
Or.a nge & Michigan (407) 8'1·99~

"We came out there and give it all we
got For me I know I.gave it all I got cause I
couldn't even pick myself, up off the field. So I
know I went out there and gave everything."
-WIDE RECEIVER DOUG GABRIEL

"Right now this one just hurts. The
bright spot is we do have four MAC games left
and we have the opportunity to keep some
pressure on Marshall and Miami."
-OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR ROBERT MCFARlAND

"We got that second half fever, I don't
know .what it is. Then they came out with
mpre intensity then us. They wanted it more
then us. But that's all of football, somebody's
going to make a play and SOllJebody ai~'t But
we'll be alright, we're young right now but
we'll be good."·
·
··
-MIDDLE LINEBACKER CHAD MASCOE
"It's going to be more and more a part
of our offense we.think."
-MCFARLAND ON THE OPTION

"That just opened the gate up for our
side of the MAC more. So what we got to do is
just go out .and play .these last four games, · «
win all four them and hopefully. have a chance ·
for the championship. n
-~ASCOE

ON MARSHALL LOSING
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Offense .still sets records
FROM PAGE 10
l

than a minute later.
But Mike Shafer pinned the
Knights at their own tw<>-yard line
with 1:22 left in the game. UCF
quarterback Ryan Schneider
brought his te,am out to the 37, but
that's where the Knights ran out of
time and energy. Schneider threw
three inoomplete passes and on
fourth-and-10 he was sacked and
he fumbled · the ball to end the
game.
"Special te,ams wins the close
game," Syracuse Coach Paul
P3squaloni said "I think that happened here tonight and I thought
the offense went out in the seoond
half and took the game over."
Down 31-27, the UCF defense ·
foroocl the OrangBmen to punt with
about 10 minutes left in the game.
Shafer's punt hit the ground and
Samuel attempted to pick it up on.
the hop, but couldn't oontrol it and
Syracuse's Steve Gregory reoovefed the fumble at UCF's 16-yard
line. The Orangemen scored a
touchdown two plays later that
clinched the game.
Syracuse ran for 197 yards,
including 155 in the seoond half.
The UCF defense had players dropping like files throughout the game.
Middle linebacker Chad Mascoe
and free safety Peter Sands left the
game and did not return, while outside linebacker Chris Pilinko and
defensive tackles Larry Brown and
DeMareus Johnson all went out
with injuries and returned
Despite gaining a season:-high
539 yards and sooring four touch-

--

Mascoe records his
first sack of season
FROM PAGE 12

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Doug Gabriel (above) set a school record
with 324 aU-purpose yards. Sean Gaudion
(left) caught his first touchdown pass on
a 4-yard to~s from Ryan Schneider.

were for 10 or more yards, but his
lone touchdown pass was just four
yards.

downs, the UCF offense settled for
five field-goal attempts. Prater
made two field goals in the third
quarter, but had UCF soored touchdowns on any of those drives the
Knights would have won the game.
Schneider was 28-of-47 for a
school reoord 440 yards, but he
threw for only one touchdown pass.
Of Schneider's 28 oompletions, 18

Wide receiver Doug Gabriel
set a school reoord with 324 all-purpose yards. He had 12 receptions
for 206 yards and five kickoff
returns for 117 yards and one rush
for a one-yard touchdown. Receiver
Jimmy Fryzel had a career high
150 yards and combined with
Gabriel for 156 receiving yards,
which is a sChool ~rd.
Tailback Alex Haynes ran the
ball 15 times for 94 yards in the first
half, but only got two carries in the
seoond half, ending the game .with
98 yards. The offensive line gave up
two sacks. It had gone ,10 quarters
without giving up a sack.
The UCF defense registered
three sacks with Rashad Je2Ilty,
Gerren Bray and Chad Mascoe
each getting one.

clear effort to exploit Syracuse's weak run defense. .
_ But that strategy went out
the window in the second half,
as the Orangemen began stacking the line against the run.
Haynes ran just twice in the
second half, for four yards.
· "Right toward the end of
the first half they -really started
loading up on our run and
bringing a lot of safety blitzes,"
McFarland said. "So we decided
just to throw them a little curveball, come out the second half
and spread them out a little bit
and catch them off-balance
throwing the ball."
Still, the sophomore did
have a major accomplishment
early in the game as he moyed
into the top ten on UCF's alltime rushing list. He has 1,201
yards in his young career, placing him 10th all-time at UCF.

Block party :
With two blocked field
goals against Syracuse, UGF
now has had three blocked on
the season. The first came
against Penn State ill the season opener. That ties a school
record, set in 1999.
Though neither block was
really his fault, it punctuated a
bad day for freshman placekicker Matt Prater. He missed
an attempt of 41 yards in the
second quarter, and after that

he lost his kickoff duties for the
most of the game. Fellow freshman Ryan Feely kicked off four
straight times before Prater
returned for the Golden
Knight's final kickoff.
On the positive side, Prater
did hit two field goafs of 32 and
34 yards in the third quarter.

Plenty of options
In an ever-growing trend
on offense, the Golden Knights
Tan the option several times in
the first half. On UCF's initial
drive, Schneider ran forward a
few yards then pitched the.ball
to Haynes for a touchdown.
But they tried the same
play to the other side later in
the game and it nearly resulted
in a fumble.

Mascoe gets first sack
Middle linebacker Chad
Mascoe recorded the first sack
of his UCF career, taking down
Troy Nunes for an eight-yard
loss in the first quarter.
"I felt good to have my first
one, I should have had a couple
more," Mascoe said. "But being
that we lost the feelingis not the
same as would be if we won."

. Injury report
Safety Peter Sands left the
game in third with an injured
shoulder and did not return,
Mascoe also left in the third
with an injury to his leg.

~
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You must have your valid student ID
to enter all UCF Athletics Events!
.
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When you swipe your card at football games, you will be ·
eligible to win great prizes during each home game
including a $1 ;000 scholarship conlpliments of SGA.
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Volleyball wins seesaw battle
lo~s,

Frank leads UCF with 61 assists
"By the time it is the fifth
game, there is nothing to lose. I
just had to do it," Stoutjesdyk
Three-time Atlantic Sun satd.
Conference Player of the Week
In the first game, whicl;L UCF
Leyre Santaella Sante led the way won 31-29, the Golden Knights
as the Golden · Knights defeated had doubled UAB's score 10-5 and
UAB in a five-game seesaw battle. continuously increased the lead.
Sante had a matcb.-high 21 kills The team played fluidly and capiand five aces in the 3-2 win.
talized on every Blazer mistake.
The win was UCF's 12th in 13
However, · careless mistakes
matches and the Knights from the Knights allowed UAB to
improved to 17-1Q.
close the gap through the middle ·
After going back and forth of the game (14-14). UAB stopped
with the Blazers, UCF opened up · making mistakes and sat idly by
with eight points in the fifth and as UCF beat itself up. After the
deciding game, while UAB could- halfway point of 15-15, the Golden
n't muster up a single shot. The Knights started to right themGolden Knights won the game
with complete domination in the selves.
From. 25-22, the Knight s ·
early minutes of the game. added the five points necessary to
Sophomore
middle blocker win, but the Blazers added seven
Amanda Stoutjesdyk led UCF to of their own and forced UCF to
victory in the fifth game, which push to.31 to win, 31-29.
UCF took 15-8.
.
UCF struggled to start the
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER .

Jenny Frank had nine kills in addition to her 61 assists in awin over UAB on Saturday.

second game, but tied it up at 11.
Point for point after that, the game
was up for grabs. After point 18
for UCF, UAB took off on a four-

point jaunt, and UCF watched as
the game slipped away. The
Knights tied the game at 26, yet
the efforts were futile in a UCF

27-30.
The third game looked similar to the first game. UCF doubled
UAB's score early on, 12-6 and
continuously advanced toward 30.
After the UAB coach received
a red card, UCF ran away with the
game. The score . through twothirds of the game read 22-9 and
shortly after it was finished at 3018, ended oh a kill by Chaz Arah.
In the fourth game UCF started slow, but was able to tie it at 12.
The Knights stalled though .falling
behind 19-14 after a service. ace
from the Blazers. UAB plowed on
to take out UCF 30-25.
Stoutjesdyk finished second
on the Golden Knights with 14
kills, while Tanya Jarvis had 13.
She added a team-high 15 digs.
Jenny Frarik had a match-high 61
assists.
The Golden Knights host
Morgan State tonight at 7 p.m. in
their final non-conference match
Sun
before
the
Atlantic
Tournament.

•

•
•

corner
JULIE REEVES
STAFF WRITER

Gnderella didn't sign up for
intramural basketball this year .
The road to the final four in the
intramural basketball tournaments
has come to its final pit stop, with
all of the favorites still in the hunt
for the title. The senllfinal pairings
are now set for the men's competitive, men's recreational, and
women's tournaments.
In the men's competitive
bracket, all four teams have combined for a 31-2 record on the season. Defending champion Triple
.Threat will meet the lone fraternity
team left in the playoffs, Kappa
· Sigma. 6n the other side of the
bracket, Loaded Guns Will take on
the high scoring Lake Show.
The women's tournament
looks to be as good as it ~ts, as,
four solid teams are on a ·collision
course for the championship game.
Defending champion Alpha Delta Pi
will receive its biggest test of the
year as team members square off
with the always dangerous Sistas
with Game. The odds-on favorite,
Shut Em Down, will ~t its biWst
test of the year as members·meet
the suddenly hot Lady Slammers,
which knocked off Kappa Alpha
Theta in a thriller to reach the fiilaI
four.
The recreational tournament
has turned into a thrilling rare for
the title. The Latin Ballers will meet
up with the Bus Drivers in one
semifiri.al, and Sigma Chi will take
on Triple Phat l)eure in the other.
All semifinal games will be played
starting at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
Recreation and Wellness Center.
IM Sports Corner
presented by
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RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
407-282-4000 •Across from UCF
Open llam4am
(l latn-2am Sun-Wed)
'FREE DELIVERY!

Take a FREE practi~e test and find out! ·
Take a 3-hour practice test and find out how ready you are for the real thing.
Receive individual feedback on your test-taking strengths and weaknesses
and learn strategies that will help you ace the real test.

Time and Date: Saturday., November 9, 2002
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-- Location:· University of Central Florida
Building & Room Number TBA

(
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Spaces are· limited!
Please call us or visit us onllne to reserve your seat!

KAPLAN

(

1-800-KAP~TEST

'

kaptest.com
·r est ~rep, Adm·issions a~d Guidance. For life.
•Test names are registered trademarks -of their respective owners.
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_Experience lacking for men's basketball team
....

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

,

-

'

It didn't take a program to
pick out the veterans. as the
UCF men's basketball team
practiced last week. It didn't
even take them all wearing
black jerseys. Instead it jm;t
took a second of watching the
Golden Knights scrimmage, as
the "black" team comprised of
experienced players had its
way with the "white" team
made up of underclassmen.
"Your returnees are the
·guys that have been through it
-all before· and they're ahead
because they know our offense
and they know what we're
doing defensively,'; UCF Coach
· Kirk Speraw said. "They
always have a quicker start
than all the newcomers."
The Golden Knights began
practicing almost three weeks
ago, starting in earnest ~ season full of question marks. Only
five players return from last
season: guards Ray Abellard
and Al Miller, swingman Marius
Boyd, forward/center Ed
Dotson and center Josh
Bodden. No on~ else on the
team has played a single game
at the Division I-A level.
With barely enough experienced players to form a starting lineup, UCF's preseason
practices have turned into a
feeling out process as much as
a preparation for the season.
Two junior college transfers, center Roberto Morentin
and forward Dexter Lyons,
have joined the five returning
players on the black team. As
expected, the veteran group,
made up of four seniors and
three juniors, looked sharp.

Playing solid defense and running numerous fast breaks,
their body language showed
their experience as much ....as
their play.
Just as predictably, the
younger white team looked
woefully
out
of
sync.
Handcuffed and frusfrated by
the black team, the collection of
underclassmen struggled to do
much of anything and at one
point made the coaches plead
for them to execute something.
Still, this youthful group
was expected to be a work in
pi'ogress. The good news is
Morentin, a 6-foot-9-inch junior
who transferred from San
Jacinto Junior College in
Texas, looks like a player that
can provide a lot of help to the
Golden Knights this season.
"(Morentin) has come in
and really done a nice job of
working hard, has a good feel
for the game, a good sense of
how to play the game,-" Speraw
said.
With all the new faces, the
team desperately needs to get
eve.ryone _ on the court.
Fortunately the Golden Knights ·
have had to deal with few
health problems. Lyons has
missed practice. with a back
strain, but no one else has suffered through any serious
injuries.
Dotson, who stunned
everyone last season by returning very early from a broken
leg, looks fully recovered from
the injury. He finished off several fast breaks for the black
team Friday, including one
dunk that excited the few people watching at the UCF Arena.
"He's probably 90-95 percent healthy," Speraw said. "I'd

-

...

say in the last seven to eight days
he's really started to get his
quickness and explosiveness
back. Hop~fully ·he'll start to get
his timing within the course of the
next couple of weeks."
The Golden Knights still have
a little less t-han two weeks before

.

-

they see genuine game action. On
Nov. 13, they play an exhibition
game at home against OBRAS of
Argentina. Then on Nov. 22 they'll
travel to Annapolis and open their
season against Navy. So UCF still
Jias time to come togethe~ for the
season.

"There's a lot of things that
we have to find out and learn
about one another, and we've got
to grow together as a team,"
Speraw s3.id. "It's not going to be
somethllig that we come together
real quick. It's probably going to
take us a little time."

Help People
Gain the skills to assist your patients to achieve
and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Income
Earn a substantial salary commensurate with your
position as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Be YourOwn,Boss
Most Doctors of Chiropractic are in private
practice working an average of 40 hours per week.

Become a Doctor
Prestige, respect and expanded leadership
opportunities are available as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
Call Logan College of Chiropractic today to
change the world of healthcare!
'

Logan ·

1-800--533-9210
www.logan.edu

loganadm@l~gan.edu

College•of•Chiropractic

1851 Schoett1er Rd. Chesterfield. MO 63006

Join ·Us, fo·r Happy HOur
4- 7 pm ti 10 p111-Close
,.

...

1/2 .Price
Mixed Drioks
.

JOE KALEITA I

Ray Abellard led the team with a .462 3-point percentage last year.
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Party
~til

the,

DENISE BLOOM
STAFF WRITER

Most students . agree that
partying is a vital part of life in
college. Although Junior Chrissy
Saviano, a 20-year-old liberal arts
major, does not object to partying,
she still -believes partiers should
. abide by a certafu etiquett~ while
partying. .
Said Saviano: "Partying
should happen on the weekends,
Thursday through··saturday, and
end before 3 a.m. That way students who don't wish to
participate are not upset
and we all get · the study
and sleep time we need."
"The party doesn't
need to stop, but you bave
to be aware," she added.
Robert
Senior
Leetun, 21, could not agree
more. Over the years, Leetun
has developed a code of etiquette
for pa.rtiers to-abide by.
"There are four rules each
partier should follow," Leetun
said. ''Be respectful, be prepared,
watch your alcohol intake and
have a good time."
However; parties are not only
about abiding by certain rules.
Parties enable. students to meet
new people, as well as allow them
· to release the daily stresses college may inflict on them.
· -"The weekend party is a necessary . evil," said Desiree
DeAngelius, a 20-year-old physical therapy major.
Nevertheless, there are still
those few people at each party·
that never learned this party 'etiquette' and suffer consequences~

because of it.
,,
"I have witnessed revenge on
partygoers when they have misbehaved," Leettin said. ''.At 1 one
party, when- the offending partygoer passed .out, he was duct
taped from head to toe, soaped up
and peed on."
But revenge is not uncommon at most college parties, at ·

least not for senior marketing
major Adam Taylor.
"We have been known to
'punish' those who pass out. We
have a rule in our house, if you
pass out with your shoes on then
you are subject to any torture we ·

When the men take .it ·an off
· dothat."
even if it is just a soda.
Although customers should
'just as long as you put a little _
always keep their clothes on, they money down, it's okay," Morton said
As -well-oiled male dancers .shoilld always remember to keep
Brian Humphries, a former
flaunt their lean bodies around.i in their hands off the dancers.
stripper added, "Buy the strippers
thongs, overly elated women sc:reAm ·
wlien the danceIB a.re up on drinks; they usually do a better job if
with excitement. The atmosphek stagB, said Ken BrendeL.a dancer at they're a little liquored up."
has a selise of wildness,
·
However, there is a
• like a teen-agBr's pardifference betWeen havent-free weeke:µd at
ing a few drinks and
home.
. getting drunk. Fbr some
At an establishpatrons, that difference
ment where men take
dictates -whether or not
. off their clothes for mon~eywill be escorted out
due to behavior ·probetary gain, there are .
th~y
certain courtesy rules
lems. Even though it is
one should follow. One of
expected for customers
Bu_~
the most important of
to buy a drink, it is also
these rules, acoordingto
expected that each per- ·
Spyder Morton, a 21son will drink responsibly.
.
year-old ex-stripper at
the Pink Velvet in
But
sometinies
-SPYDER MORTON
Georgia and the Red
expectations are not
fx- .
Carpet .in Pennsylvania,
always true. Although it
is to remember to mainmay seem that the male
tain contro' and keep
dancers anticipate sexyour clothes on.
Parliament House, no one appreci- ual favors offered to them while per.''.A lot of girls tend to t.ake off ates being grabbed,.especially if the forming, that is not always the case.
th~ir clothes," Morton.. "When they
"The most amazing thing about
customer does not tip we11
. see a guy they like, they want to
It is. ~o customary to buy at
show off their body, too, but you can't least one drink during.
night,
PLEASE SEE Ladies ON 19
BECKA KULCHAK
: STAFF WRITER

lot of girls tend to take off
their clothes. When they see a
guy
like, they want to
show off the.k body, too.
you can't do that .

the

can thilJk of. We become very creative in our 'punishments.' "
Some of Taylor's 'creative
punishinents' have involved taking embarrassing photos or pouring pancak.e mix on them and
t_h en throwing them in the shower.
But the fun usually stops
when parties get out of con-

trol.
"Parties can quickly take a
turn for the worse," DeAngelius
said.
"During one Super Bowl
party, there must have been about
60 people in our little apartment,"
DeAngelius said. "Someone
decided to reenact the winning
touchdown catch and ended up
leaving a huge hole in our wall."
But DeAngelius is not the
only one with a bad party
experience to tell.
"We lost a · good
couch during a birthday party,'' Saviano
said. "I turned around
and someone was
throwing up all over the
white cushions and then
_ he moved to the floor, leaving a wonderful stain beb.ind."
However, most apartment ·
·
complexes· have limitations to
try to prevent situations like
Saviano's and DeAngelius'
from happening.
Said Junior Jason Seifer,
a 21-year-old community assistant at Jefferson Comn;wns:
"We have policies to keep our
residents . safe : and many
options to assist us with this.
Police officers patrol the
grounds and break up a.Ii.y parties that have overflowed to
the patio."
"We are also able to send
a violation to the offending
residents if they are reported
to the office," Seifer added.
"These· measures help us
make sure everyone is following the community guidelines
listed in the lease."

..
...

Professor teaches
·students to think·
.·outside the textbook
The purpose of Park's
experimental learning is to try
' to make students, aware of difAlthough most t~hers fol- ferent lifestyles.
low a basic way of teaching and
, "My goal is to teach them to
assigning homework, Shelly try and look at their part of the
, Park, a feminist theory profes- world ·from multiple perspecsor and the chair of the philoso- tives, to step 'outside the box.'"
phy department, chooses to take
Such assignments may ask
a different approach.
students to step · outside their
Park uses experiential "gender norm," as well as their
learning to enrich her lectures, "cultural norm," Park said. ·
as well as her homework assign"Students become very crements. The assignments not ative with their assignments,"
--only' help students understand Park said. "I had one male ·stunew material, but enable them dent -who · wore maxi pads for
to test the new information one week and shaved his legs
learned as well.
just to see -what it feels like." ·
"Experiential
learning
Howe\rer, not all of these
brings life .to the text and stu- experiments have to be so dardents pro~bly retain what they ing, they can be very beneficial .
are learning from these types of as weIL Park said
assighments more' than they
would from the book"
PLEASE SEE Students oN 19
DENISE BLOOM
STAFF WRITER
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ladles Dl"lnk &ee entil 12a.m. , ·"
e~ cm\ our ... -..- Fdcfay nights
21 & 'JP • DIV$$ Code enforc;ed

orlando's
I upscale nightclub

17 West Pine Street
Orlando, Aorido 32801

i:

www.blueroomorlando.com
(407) 423~2588

$2.00 MiCh Ultra Draft
$4.00 Crown. night

an

, ,. DJ~~Sp~~ial E~ •_Br~~~"'a~~w~a-~~ - Hou~e

21 and up welcome

%~,. ~·.

Friday Nights

I ·

L;IVE 'MUSIC

,·' · .,.,. Wedne5day through Saturday

HAPPY .HOUR
4 .... 7 p.m. Monday through Friday
l;lospltalify 2-for;... t Sunday Night

t-tappy f:iour - 4 - .7 p.m.
Join the tapped out club: 101 B~ers on t~e wall!
Try our s~ecialty: Dirty Hoes • ·2_1 and up after 9 pm

Featured bands of the week:
November 5: Uon II (Reggae)
November 6: Open Jam (Open Mic)
November 8: Bird Dog (~~ues)

---·
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Ladies should rem.ember
to keep their hands ·off
.

.
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STAFF WRITER

ADAM ROSCHE
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Ken Bendelhas has had more than just money placed in his underwear when he strips.
He has found rings, phone numbers and condoms rewarding him for ajob well done.

because I knew the people I was
working with but when I tried to
perform the same experiment in
public, I couldn't."
"When the assignment
switched to the unfamiliar, I
found it hard to participate."
But
unlike
Holmstrom, most
students are not
worried about what
others think, Park
said.
"Most of the
time students find
out no one really
cares. The only persop that has been
making them conform is him~elf or
herself. The liberating thing is finding
out that you can
break the norm and
the world does not
-SHELLY PARK
fall apart."
Feminist theory PfQfessor
Sophomore
iJJ"' rY' Nikki lnelsen, a 19year-old advertising
major, agreed.
"I had to step inside the
"You are able to put yourself
shoes of my patient during a
in someone else's shoes and feel
communicative disorders class,"
Holmstrom said. "We (the class) what life is like for them. You live
pretended to have a speech the textbook instead of just readimpediment and judge the reac- ing it Students learn from the
tions we received. It didn't both- world around them as well as
er me inside the classroom walls . from themselves."

of participating," Park said.
students choose not to
participate. They may not feel
comfortable stepping outside of
certain norms."
Junior Megan Holmstrom, a
20-year-old communi~tive disorder major, can relate.

"'Some ~

"lhave had female students
learn how to change their tires
and the oil," Park said. "These
things are useful to know and
they are still stepping outside
their norms."
But assignments·
such as "invisible theatre" require students to really use
their imagination.
Senior Senica
Gonazlez, 22, said:
"When you perform
invisible theater, you
are not going to get
anything back from
the audience since
they do not know
what is happening. It
teaches you to focus
on
your
acting
instead of looking for
a reaction. Once you
are finished, you have
to walk away, not
breaking pharacter, leaving the
"audience" without an explanation."
While.some students do not
mind partaking in these daring
experiments, others still do not
feel comfortable participating.
"I give students the option

()

·1had one male student
who wore m_axi pads for
one week and shaved h.is
legs just to see what it
feels like.

•

.

BECKA KULCHAK

Students gamer new
~ perspectives from classes

:t

-
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dancing is when someone in the
audience is observing the show
tbinkiilg that that person dancing
is sexy and really into it,"
Humphries said.
In fact, he said, the dancer's
mind is often elsewhere. "Nin0
times out of 10, they're tbinkiilg
about doing their laundry."
But when excited customers
try to grab and pull on the dancers,
it is apparent that laundry isn't
anywhere on their mind.
''When we're dancing it js not
cciol to have our penises pulled on,
especially if you're not tipping
good," said Ken Brendel, 38, a
dancer at Parliament House. "If
you're going to tease me with your
dollar rm going to tease you right
_back. You can pl_ay with me, you
can touch my butt; I've been licked,
fve been bit in the butt. You name
it, rve had it done."
When they're there, they
belong to the business," Morton
said.

FROM PAGE

Students
contemplate
war in Iraq.

FtoS~~f'~!tk ~
· Waterford Lak•s
"A Full Service Florist" ·

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
10069 University Blvd.
1345 Howell Branch Road
711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32817
Winter Park, FL 32789
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407'-679-5144
Phone 407-629-0050
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-679-6787
Fax 407-629-0877
Fax 407-281-8005
1-800-827-1097
1-800-393-0051
1-866-415-9554
sto'°p by,· call, -or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

Like many of the 252 UCF
students in the reserves, sophomore Michael Spencer, a 19year-old music education major,
·joined the National Guard to
t3.ke advantage of the government's offer to finance his higher education. Although most
students would be soared if they
were called into duty for war,
Spencer is not.
"I don't worry about what
will happen to me when I'm
away at war or about my
fiancee here; I have faith in
- God," said Spencer. "I trust in
him to take care of everything,
and if something does happen,
God will take care of that too."
Spencer was originally
introduced to the National
Guard through his prayer
group. During his second
semester at UCF, he entered
into basic training and six
months later became a reserve
in the Stinger platoon in the ,air
defense artillery.
For Spencer, the opportunity to serve his country and save
lives outweighs any fear of his.
"It is more important for
me to be able to serve my country than it is to look out for my
own well-being," Spencer said.
"I'm -ready to fight for a good
cause. If it is a threat to national security I think it is worth
fighting for."
Spencer is one of the few
confident ones about going to
fight a war.
"I'm there to defend myself
and my cowitry; I'm not going to
let somebody kill me. Whe:i;i I go
home I want to. be a passenger,
not cargo."

However, junior Edward
Cannon,. a 20-year;.old finance
major, feels somewhat different-

ly.
"Nobody I know wants to
go fight because no one wants
to die " Cannon said. "For ·me,
there i& no excitement at the
aspect · of fighting. I cannot
answer whether or not the war
in Iraq would be. justified, I don't
even want to think about it. I
can only answer the call that
my country gives me."
Canon is. a . National
Guardsman, which means that
in the event that President Bush
declares war, he can be taken
out of class at any time and sent
off to Iraq. But Canon doesn't
feel too worried about being
called in to serve. ·
"It is unlikely that I'll be
sent off to Iraq because there
are so many other people ahead
of me waiting to go. It's more
likely that I'll be sent away to
help for a natural disaster than
to fight in Iraq."
Regardless of the list of
people ahead of Cannon, his
parents are still uneasy at the
thought of him at war in Iraq, .
especially since all of their sons
are in the armed forces.
"My parents don't really
like the fact that I'm in the _program, but they know they can't
stop me," Cannon said. "My oldest brother was the first one to
start it all in the family, then my
other brother followed and I just
couldn't say no. It just makes
sense to me."
·Junior Antonia Santa; 22, a
reservist and accounting major,
agreed.
Said Santa: "I believe that
any war fought for the protection of our country is justified."

DAVE KENNEDY I

CFF

UCF's ROTC Cannon Crew, led by Raissa Sanchez, run through a cannon drill at 7a.m.

ASK FOR ZELDA
No waiting to get hair 'done!
By appointment only!
Relaxers • Mens Cuts • Color
Wraps/Sets• Highlights• Press-N-Curl
Eyebrow Waxing • Short (:uts • Curts
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Glorify oneself
6 Pack cargo
1 Hillside by
a loch
14 Hill or O'Day
15 Vega's
constellation
16 Conger and
moray
17 Hebrew text
18 Impersonator
19 Access road
· 20 Chinese food ·
choice
23 Worked into a
lather
26 CU1, like lumber
27 Color property
28 Urban RRs
31 Molten rocks
35 Invalidate
38 Cross
40 Act division
41 Pekoe or oolong
42 Silt formation
43 Page taken from
a periodical
45 Squelched
46 Horne of St.
Francis
47 Cheering word
49 Stop
50 Lobster traps
52 Cutting edges
55 Use tough love
60 Algerian city
61 First name in
mysteries
62 Deep ravine
66 Presented
67 "I Know How He
Feels" singer
68 Much less
cordial
69 Snow-day ride
70 Hit sharply
71 Gets by

o

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

People different from us
Linda Henning, 48, went on trial for
murder' in Albuquerque_in September,
charged as being the dupe and accomplice of
cancer-curing, 2,000-year-old guru Diazien
Hossencofft in the murder of his wife, the late
Girly Chew Hossencofft. Henning was
described by longtime friep.ds as exceptionally level-headed, right up until the day she met
the charismatic Hossencofft, after which she
became "crazy as a loon," according to one,
in that she believed that reptilian aliens were
ready to take over the world, using cryogenic
pods. (She wrote that reptilian George W.
Bush maintains his human visage through
"the use of magnetic fields to create holograms.") Hossencofft has since come clean
about his frauds, but Henning apparently
continues to believe.

Our civilization in decline
A 12-year-old boy drowned because

the 10 people on the river bank watching him
flail away wouldn't budge until the boy's
father raised the rescue price to the equivalent of $1,100, but by then it was too late
(Henan province, China, July). The education
commissioner of Nova Scotia announced a
new high-school graduation system, with
some graduates receiving specially marked
diplomas noting that they never passed the
mandatory literacy test. A Norwegian environmental research group said the chemical
pollutants PCBs, drifting northward, might be
responsible for recent strains of polar bears
born with both male and female sex organs.

Also, in the last month ...
A 55-year-old condemned murderer-drug
dealer, who suffered. a heart attack just as the
hangman's noose was placed on his neck,
was revived, hospitalized and rescheduled for
execution (Khomeini Shahr, Iran). A 25-yearold man in scrubs was arrested at Toronto's
Mount Sinai Hospital and charged with sexual assault for fondling women after telling
them that he was a "lactation consultant."
And at a meeting on· Oct. 8, citizen J.T. James
·angrily threatened to initiate a lengthy recall
campaign against all five Salinas, Calif., city
council members, apparently unaware that
all five are up for re-election on Nov. 5. And
Montana Republican U.S. Senate candidate
(and former salon owner) Mike Taylor angrily
withdrew from the race after his Democratic
opponent ran attack ads that Taylor said
made him look gay.

DOWN
Belfry occupant?
John's Yoko
Televise
Postage
Lake-in the
Sierra Nevada
6 Scoria
7 Secretarial
mistake
1
2
3
4
5

(
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8 Sandwich
cookies
9 Battle practice
1O Waters north of
the Aleutians
11 Gather in
12
mater
13 TV letters for

See solutions,
page 23

g~mes

21
22
23
24
25
29
30
32
33
34
36
37
39
44
48

Poetic piece
Trophies
Type of daisy
Pound pieces
Virgil 's hero
Word on diet
foods
Scornful
look
Thawed
Play opening
Tolerates
Not ready for
harvesting
Landlord
Cheerio!
Pitcher's
opponents
Cable channel

51 Insectivorous
mammal
53 Sound judgment
54 Shell rival
55 Ships' records
56 By mouth
57 Silent greeting

58 Napoleon 's 1814
address
59 Defeat
63 Grave letters?
64 Turn right!
65 Hesitation
syllables
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For a limited time, take advantage of our
ONE MONTH FREE .RENT & $99 DEP.OS.IT SPECIAL!
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UCF Student Health Services
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Q. I recently sprained-my
ankle and have received all .
sorts of advice from friends
and room.mates about how I
Q. The~seeJJ).S tq be a
should treat it. What's your
lot of debat0-iabout :Wren to
advice?
use antibiotics for"a sore
A. Ankle sprains are one throat. Do you have any sugof the most common injuries
gestions?
we see at the Student Health
A. In recent years we
Center. Sprairi.s are often of
have'Witnessed the unsettling
minor consequence but some- development of increasing
times are more serious, or
bacterial resistance to antibimay even represent a fracotics. Probably, ·most of the
tlH"e. Most ankle sprains
blame .for this process is
occur when the ankle has
.related to overuse of prescripbeen forcibly twisted. This
tion antibiotics for·treatment
results in pain and swelling
of Jlpper respiratory tract
with possible bruise formainfections. For this reason,
tion. According to the
.the medical community has
"Ottawa Guidelines," sprain
been trying to better define
type injuries that cause pain
when antibiotics are approwith weight bearing or result
priate. Recently; the-Centers
in tenderness of the last few
for Disease Control published
inches of the leg (tibia or fibu- a list of criteria for the treatla) are at increased risk for
ment of pharyngitis (sore
fractures and require an xthroat I tonsillitis). These
ray. Most common sprains
gui4elines ·are referred to as
can be treated with·rest, ice,
the Centor criteria. They
advise clinicians to look for
compression and elevation
(remember RICE). Studies
four elements when assessing
pharyngitis: presence of
have shown that the sooner
these strategies are initiated, fever, absence of cough, tender lymph nodes in the.neck
the sooner a spram will
recover. Ice can be utilized
and mucus on tonsils. When
· using a zip-lock bag with ice,
only one of these criteria is
present, the illness is likely a
various cold packs, or my
virus·and should be treated
favorite, frozen vegetables
with rest, fluids, Tylenol,
(frozen peas work best). Ice
for at least 10 minutes, sever- lozenges and·observation.
When two of the criteria are
al times per day.
present, a throat swab to ·
Compression is usually
check for Strept should be
achieved with a 4 to 6 inch
considered. If three or four
ace wrap,. Swelling delays
recovery; so reducing swelling criteria are present, than the
with reasonable compression, patient may be either treated
with antibiotics or tested for
elevation and ice is helpful.
Strept. These criteria seem
Consider taking Motrin or
Aleve for pain if you have no · to be a pretty user-friendly
way to assess if antibiotics
· contraindications. A cane or
might be helpful. Obviously, if
crutc4es may be helpful. If
you are unsure, severely ill,
you have any of the above
"Ottawa Guideline" warning
or your sore throat persists
signs, or if you do not recover for more than a week, you
over a few days, please see us should see us at the Student
Health Center.
at the Student Health Center

~~
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YIPPEE ...
I :FREE TUITION!

~

Would you like a chance to win free tuition?
Then participate in the 7th Annual
Cash for Credits Tuition Giveaway.

Presented by: 4EVER KNIGHTS
'Two lucky UCF students will receive tuition (up to $1000
each) for the spring 2003 semester at UCF.

~Winners will be announced at the UCF football game on
Nov. 30, 2002. Deadline to enter is Nov. 18, 2002. Cash
for Credits tickets are not admission to the game.
'Donations of $3 for 1 ticket and $1 Ofor 4 tickets, etc. Visit ·
www.ucfalumi.com for ,an entrance form and official
details.
'Not open to ttie general public. Open to students, alumni,
parents, faculty, and staff of the University of Central
· Florjda.
. ..,

For more details visit
www.ucfalumni.com
or call (407) UCF-ALUM.'

Your Apartment
Home Amenities
• Soft neutral decor
• Laundry room
w/full size washer &dryer
·• Private intrusion alarm
• Walk-in closet in all
bedrooms
• Private garages .

Your Community ·
Features
• Sparkling pool ,and
heated spa
• Health and fitness ·center
• Executive business center
• Car care center
• Convenient to Highway 417

•
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lassifieds-Monday November 4, 2002

Classificatfons ·':"·
100 HELP WANIED
200FOR SALE
250 Al!TOMOTIJ'E
300 FOR RENT
325HoMEs:
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERJ'JCES

Offi~e Telephone

450 RETAIL
500 ON CAMPvs
550 El'BNTS
600 GREEK LIFE
700MISC
7-50 TRAviL
SOOR.Eu6ION

Hours

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Office Address
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

•• , How to Pla<e an Ad

Deadline

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
..By Email: ciassifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, SuitEi 160
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

""''3f.Oent MethCJC!S~
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 .·•·classijieds@IJCFfuture.com

2 Issues {1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks): .
24 Issues ( 12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:·

$9 per wk
$8 per wk
$7 per wk
$1 per wk
$t ·perwk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

IJ HELP WANTED lmotumm IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting
and outgoing people. Training
provided. No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext'107.

Interested in Modeling?
Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information ion this
exciting opportunity.
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions· available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Need to get published?
Orlando community newspaper is
seeking a journalism major in junior
or senior year of college to write and
edit articles. Intern must have good
writing skills, be detail oriented and a ·
team player. Please fax resume to
407-737-3099 or e-mail
newsdesk@eosun.com.

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFLO 1

Graphic Artist Intern Wanted
Marketing firm is seeking an intern
proficient in Quark, lllusttator.and
Photoshop. Must be a graphic arts
major. Please fax resume to .
407-737-3099 or email
hope@pureconnection.net.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigr.oup is looking to hire
4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

Ad/PR or Marketing
Intern Wanted
Advertising; Marketing & event
services company is seeking a detail
oriented individual with good writing
skills, friendly attitude and a great work
ethic to assist with event planning,
promotion, advertising and community
relations. Please fax resume to
407-737-3099 or e-mail
hope@pureconnection.net.

Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus, or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com
or call 888-318-8094. Training·,
bony_ses, vacations, you name it,
we got it. No Exp Necessary!

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10
Base/Appt Pff Flexible aro'und classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com
Female Model Needed for Computer
Graphics Artist for reference poses for
3-D creation. $100 for one hour of time.
Call John for details 407-253-6163
Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females, couples
wanted to audition for
Showtime Documentary.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.

Student Work
$10.00 Base/APPi.
•PT/FT
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186

New to Modeling? Fashion
-Photographer is seeking models
looking to build a portfolio and break
into modeling. Schedule a free test
shoot today at our studio in
Downtown Casselberry. Visit
www.tmc2photography.com.

www.workforstudents.com

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview :
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Leave name and n_
u mber
and your call wilt be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.
· Avon Reps. Needed
Call me to Buy/Sell. Great way to
, make some EXTRA $MONEY$.
Call Joy 407-425-0329
· Avonind.sls.rep .

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's
HOTTEST Night Clubs!
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
~tart today! 407-538-6136
FT/PTsales & Asst Mgr opp. avaiL
immd. @ Storehouse Furniture in
Winter Prk & Altamonte. Seeking
outgoing indiv. w/smile! Nights &.
weekends a must. Apply in person.
Call 407-622-5600 or 407-786-1222
for directions.
Wante~: Ad salesperson to
represent the East Orange Sun.

3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612

Earn $2500~$3500 per week!
30 year-old company seeks Reps.
A REAL Product and Need. Earn
thousands a week on your own time.
Email infinite_income2k2@hotmail.com
w/ contact info & best time to call.

FOR SALE

Why rent when you can own?
· Manufactured home in park
w/2 pools & clubhouse. 3bed/2 bath.
All appliances incl. Newly remodeled.
Close to UCF. Around $700/mth .
Call 407-273-9816.
'95 Mustang cope for sale, green ale,
power, V-6, new tires, 73,300 miles,
cd player, and tint
$5,200 Excellent condition
Call anytime 321-945-6270
DJ EQUIPMENT & MORE FOR SALE
32" TV $300, 32" TV stand w/
compartments $75, DJ speakers (easy
eliminators) $300,. carver-bi amp able
$300, Yamaha's $200, 500 watt Pioneer
car amp $200, car boom· box
(two 15" woofers) $150
call 321-356-7095

mJ

FoRRENT

Room avail ASAP in 3/2 home 1 mi
from UCF. $425/mo includes Cable,
Util, Road Runner, W/D. Roommates
are quiet, clean. Non-smoker only
please. Call 407-971-9602.

FOR RENT
3/2 home for rent, 10 min. from UCF,
washer/dryer and alarm sys. included,
$1050/mth, NS, No Pets,
call 407-207-4021
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATE_
S!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCELQYiedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
1 available. $475/mo + utils call
407 .243.3760 or 407-681-9289

Up to $500/wk. .
Sports mktg. firm looking to fill
8-10 openings in sales, mktg and
account mgmt. FT/P,T. Will train.
Great advancement opportunity!
Call Regina 4~7-679-2602.
Perfect Job for College Students!
Student Sales Rep
Work own hours, great pay!
Andrew: 706-543-7067
Email: AGrabin@valuesearch.com
Toflino's Italian restaurant
Is Looking For Experienced Waiters
and Waitresses for FT or,PT. Stop
py our location in Oviedo to apply
or call 407-977-2116.

"}
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APT. FOR RENT Avail immed. 2/2, W/D incJuded ,
furnished, new carpet, free shuttle to
UCF, free 32" tv, pool, & much more.
Must be rented by November 20.
Call 407-362-4011

Locations throughout Ortando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

<

172 Reserved Circle, just North
of UCF, off Alafaya. 2/2 Condo. New
. carpet/paint. 1100 sq. ft. $850/mnth.
Avail. immediately.
Call 407-463-0650.

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

SPORTS & .CASH.

MOVIE-EXTR~S/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn. up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-02n x907

til

UCF/Riverchase. 2500 sq. ft.
3bed/2bath. ·2 car garage, all
appliances + window treatment.
No pets. $1550/mnth. Avail. now. ·
407-230-1116.

· 6 fun FT/PT sales positions. Open at Fashion Square Mall ·
Avg. $6 to $12/hr. 407-6:48-2314.
VACATION TELEPHONE SALES
FT/PT, paid training, excellent
commissions, some weekends req ..
UCF quadrangle area, immed. pos.
avail. fax:407-482-2786 or email:
jobs@kosmasgroup.com .

4.)

Ad sales reps will enjoy cQmmissionbased salary compensation.
Please e-mail resume to ~
newsdesk@eosun.com
or fax to 407-737-3099.

Make $2,000 by Christmas.
,

TRAVEL CONSULTANTS PIT work for
· FIT pay, no ·exp required, benefits
available, $800-$1600 a week.
Call MJM trav~l Inc at 321-939-121.4
ask for John, Michael or Mark.

1 Maste.r bed/bath avail. in 4/4.
Washer/Dryer, Vaulted Ceilings,
All util. Incl. Across from UCF.
·· Avail. in Jan. $495/mnth.
Call 904-891-3011 .
Room for Rent in 3bd/2.5ba. house.
7 min from UCF.. Util, dig. cable,
phone and DSL incl. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female preferred. 407-761-1270.

~
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UCF AREA ROOM FOR RENT
$400 a month. plus deposit. Includes
w/d, electric, cable and high speed
internet. For more details call
407-719-6881.

'·
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FoRRENT

Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945

Sub-leasing BDRM w/ priv bath,
unfurnished in 4 BDRM only
$419/mo. lnclu util and cable.
Pool, gym, BBall, VBall. Pool-side.
Call 321-356-4112

CLOTHES TOO TIGHT?
The solution is simple & within easy
reach! Be slimmer & better nourished.
All natural supplements. Call
1-800-207-4056
MARY KAY PRODUCTS
Try the latest makeup shades &
discover a fresh new look. Just call
for a free makeover! Contact Kimberly
Hayes 407-296-9423 or log on to
www.marykay.com/khayes9

$400 INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES.
FURNISHED WITH BEDS. HOUSE
HAS GAME .ROOM WITH POOL
TABLE/BIG SCREEN TV.
407-468-3161.

Audio books piling up?
Trade in for new books!
Trade 2-for-1 / receive bookstore
credit. Visit Book Treasures
Bookstore, located at Univ. Blvd.
& Goldenrod Rd. next to
Winn-Dixie.M-S 10-7,407-677-9092

HONEST, CLEAN
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Female prefei;red, 10 min. from UCF,
includes: pool, tennis court, fitness
·center, $335.00/mth, avail. immed.
Call 321-663-0340

•
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Im ROOMMATES

All American Personnel
(407)445-2222
Executive Placement (no fees!)
Register w/ our agency, call today
PROFESSIONAL RESUME •..
SERVICES
lmmigracion, Visas
Traducciones, Notarios
!Se Habla Espanol!

Room avail. in new 3 bdrm home
on lake, gated community, 6 mins
from UCF, $475/mo includes util,
non smoking, no pets, security
system, furnished, pool and tennis.
Call 407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101
or 239-694-9700.

LOSE UP TO 30LBS
IN 30 DAYS ONLY $30

2 roommates needed to fill 3/2 at
River Park Apts. Quiet nghd. with park
access. $370+electric/phone. 5 min
from UCF and Valencia. M/F welcome.
Call 407-273-8805.

•
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RETAIL

CAKES DELIVERED!!
Halloween Party Cakes
Friend's Birthday
Breakfast Meetings
DELIVERED BEAUTIRJLLY GIFT PACKAGED

ROOMS AVAILABLE ASAP IN
NEW 4/2 HOME NEAR UCF.

•

SERVICES

Private bed and· bath on 2nd floor
Peace and Quiet.
No smoking. 5 min. ·fr.om UCF. All util.
incl. $400/mnth. Female only.
Call 407-977-6750.

ot 3/2 home in Jan.

•
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Take control with TOTAL CONTROLTll.
Burns Fat, Boosts Energy,
Controls Cravings. 407-464-0229

!!!!LOSE WEIGHT NOW!!!!
Increase Workout Performance
Lose up to 301bs. natural/herbal
guaranteed. Free samples .
888-202-6304

Room Avail in NEW 3 BDRM APT only
1 min from UCF. Only $375 + util.
BBallNBall, Pool, Gym. Priv Bath.
Free Ethernet & Cable, 1 previous
owner 321-765-1330 or 321-759-4836

Graves R/C Hobbies
407-294-5699
4814NOBT1/4 mi N of John Young.
Full supply for A/C, car, boat,
20 heli RTF. 800 kits, 300+ planes.
Free CA Glue w/$10 purchase w/ad.

Clean, quiet, responsible person to
share private bed & bath !ti
3/2 home. Electric incl. Carport.
10 min from UCF. No pets/smoking. 2
kids. $450/mnth. 407-804-6700 x8219 .

AUDIO/STEREOPHILES,
HOME THEATRE!
Hear What You Have Been Missing!
Refine Your Sound! Acoustic Interface

Roommate wanted f.or New 3Bdrm Apt
. Only 1 min from UCF. Incl Vaulted
ceilings, gym, bball, priv bath, ethernet
and cable. Only $375 + 1/3 util.
407-493-6728

l'n Hi i ~ii~.! inl

WITH PlA"TCS, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONS!
Gqtta Qrder 7be Cnke?

Take the Hassle Out!
Buttan:ream, Choc:olate, carrot
cakes, Huge Plea, Cheesecakes,
Mufllns. Pastries, Gounnet
Cookies & Morel

Pads Dampen and Absorb Vibration,
Isolate Distortion, Secure Objects and
Furniture for Stability. Fastens and
Adapts Any Speaker to Any Stand or
Surface. Great for Center Channels,
PC Multimedia, Wood or Tile Floors.
www.kleintechsys.com

ENJOY BOOKS?

mON

CAMPUS

It's A Small World After All
Monday, Nov. 4
7:00pm-8:30pm
Student Union, Sand Key 220
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counsts
Fraternities• Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

m!J

Tutor
Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1@earthlink.net

'

riosE WEIGHii

_NOWI

118 N. Pan Av• • Winter Pait, R32119

401·641·CODY ·(2639)

Call Diane tor a
401-341-3485

..,,.,...,..

, . . . , ll/f/116 l ·i lM ltl II , .

MISC.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

Jet Ski Orlando

~~

.(407) 859-3006

Ld

~ ~~$.

",.,,.,,,,

'-

orlando·executive transportation

~

~

intr~rues THE KN16~t OUT SHUTTLE

_.A 14 passenger party van riamg from the UCF area to Downtown Orlando anti bade. Why take
several cars and risk a oui when you can he dropped off and piclred up for less than $10 a person
Available l nights a week. Please mention this ad for a 10% discount off round trip price.

401-101-8560

»

on THE JTREET

~RELIGION
Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
Mass Sundays,
8:30 p.m•
Student Union 3I6CD
Fr. David Scotdlie
(40n 657-6114 x226

http:/I pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-um

SPRING- BREAK 03 STA TRAVEL

Parts - Sales - Semee

Herbalife Independent I
~
Distributor.
I~

. Ml Jft11 t.11 ••wl

fil

on CAmPUJ

Spring B(eak! Bahamas Party
Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

11.llJ

• Fun & Easy Transportation
• rlllCllldng Available
• 2yr unlimited nu1eage warranty
• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Major aec&t cards accepted

FREESa•Pll

ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

376. E Broadway St
Oviedo~ FL 32765

roblemsl

Doctor IBCOllllllllllBll

TRAVEL

Oviedo Bowling Center

~ ,,.~,~~'""
Hawaiian shirts/dresses, golf wear
and sports wear for guys and gals

mil

on THE PHOne

•il;ITRAVELI

EVENTS

l

SERVICES

www.statravel.com
onllne

~

miJ

Includes air & accommodations from Miami.
Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees
not included. Other departure cities and·
destinations available.

Coffee and chocolate on us Friday
nights! Relax at Book Treasures Used
Bookstore. Caldecott/Newbery authors,
classics &-sci-ti all at half-price.
Corner of Univ. Blvd. & Goldenrod
next to Winn-Dixie .
Mon. - Sat., 10 am - 7 pm.
407-677-9092.

-7 10011
....

Waterford Lakes home. lndiv.
leasing. 3 bedrooms avail. 1.5 bath.
All new household appliances.
Unfurnished. Pool. $300 + util.
$150 sec. dep.
Call 407-694-2375.

Jamaica ........ $679
Cancun .......... $609
Amsterdam ... $609
Paris ............... $597

Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com!
Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Organize 15 friends, earn
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and
cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call .1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!

Your on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever you want to go!
Easy payment plans and flexible
options. Avoid internet scams and
below par hotels. Book with the
agency that's been there.
STA Travel - UCF Student Union
407.541.2000
SPRING' BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site Staff .
Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas
Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre. 110% Best
Prices! Book now & get Free Parties
& Meals! Group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps! 800-234-7007 or
www.EndlessSummerTours.com

Solutions

2 large, I -topping pizzas
l})

for $12.99
When you order ooline from Pizza Hut®.
Coupon Code 3P

HOMECOMING SPECIAi.
UCF Washington Center
(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm

407-282-5850
·•)

~-

$49.99 ~~?a~1ested
•24.99 5\~~~~~ftaff
•50.00

~~~~te

$ 79. 99 ~~?a~1ested

$49.99 ~~?a~1ested

•29.99 ~\~~~~~ftaff
•50. OO ~~t~e

•29. 99 5\~~~~~ftaff

$20

FREE+
$25 Cash Back

NET COST

UNLIMl'l'ED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

350 Anytime Minute1

600 Anytime Minutes

Nationwiae Long Distance &
_ Statewide Roaming ~--,,

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming

$f 49.99 ~~?a~~sted
lf:.0• 00 Rebate
Nokia
·~

$99.99
NET COST

aoo Anytime Minute
Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming

• EXPLANATION OF RATES 00 CHARGES Cl!002 AT&T Wireless. AB R9Tis Reserved.Reqllre& llllW aclivaton on a qualified on a qualified plan, credit approval, a $36 activation fee, on&- or two-year agreemen~ a Digital mlJltl.nelwo!k phone and up to a $175 cancelation fee. Not available for pun:hase or use In all areas. Night and weekend minutes, additional Anytime Minutes, Domestic
Long Distallce,-and Dlsccullad Mlliooal Une promo1ions available to you as long as you remain active on !he Mm8 plan and price point selected at activation. Usage Is roonded up to the next full minute. Unused mon1tly minute allOwances lost. You wil forfeit benefits ff you do not return a signed two-year agreement within eo days of activation. Included Anytime MilUles only available in
the Home Calng Ania 11111 en 1he AT&T Wnless nelWc!k en AT&T Wireless National Ne1WOii< plans. SeMce may be bled In a SID;equent month due to delayed l9porti1g ~ caniefl; 1his aarvice will be chaiged a ~used In the month billed. Sencing text messages, roaming, additional minute and long dis1ance charges, and ~r restrictions, charges, universal connectivity charge, sur·
charges, 8SS8S8ll1l!l1ls to defrily the Clllls for govemment-mardalsd prog~ and taxes BAJly. Avalabity and reliabiity ol seMc8 818 subject to transmission Hrnµlions. Not avalable with other offers. Oftel8 available for a limited time" Yw wil be boond by the General Ten11S and Coo<itions and rate plan and pllllllOtional materials. AT&T Wireless Shared Advantage Additional Lines Promotion:
- Eacll acc:otlll rrust law a "*1imoo1 ol two and a maximum of live AT&T Wireless Shared Advanlage Plan &bscrilers. Each adcitlonal line Is $14.99 willl a on&-year agroement and $9.99 willl a two-year agreement each per mcnlh for lhlrt!, fourth and fifth phone tines activated during 1he promotional period. Offer expires 02/Cl!IW unless tennnated sooner. Night and Weel<end Minutes:
All8iahle on calls placed from the Home Callng Ania and applicable long dstance charges ad<ltlonal. Nlgrt and weekend airtime Is from 9:00p.m. • 5:59a.m. Monday·Friday; and Friday, 9:00p.m.- t.tinday 5:59a.m. Domestic Long Dls1ance: No wireless long distance cilarges apply to calls placed from your Home Calling Ania to anywhere in the 50 United States. Standard airtime charges
apply. Discoooled>.diwlion Fee: Oriy avalable with a slgied two-year service agreement. You will be chaiged$26 Wslg1ed agreement not rec:eived within eo days ol activation. AT&T Wireless MobileAsslsl Promotion: When you sign up for AT&TWireless MobieAsslst, we wil waive the monthly fee of $2.99 for two mcnlhs. TheAT&TWireless MoblleAsslst program provides coverage up to
$50 per Incident You are rnponsi111e for any additional charges aboYe 1he coYel9d aaNice amount. Limit of four aaNice calls per calendatyear. The AT&TWireless phone enrolled In the program mUS1 be present when service Is del'rvered. Wireless coverage noi available In all areas. Service may be requested using a landline phone. Coverage will become effective 72 hours after your enrol~
ment. Services proyidad through Asurion. The sclledJle ol benefits, terms and c:ondlions may vary to conform lo state laws. See the AT&T Wireless MoblleAsslst Welcome Gulde or go to attwlreless.com/pel'60!18Vmolllleassist for M leITTlS and conditione. Volce-Ai:cessed lnfonnallon: Ooly available In AT&T Wireless network ares. Accuracy, availability, and timeliness of the lnfonnation Is not
guararUed and may not be accesslble at all times; delays or omissions may occur. White your requests are processed, advertisements we ttink \\ill be of Interest to you wil be played. Your phone n\lllberwill be shared with TellMe Netwon<s to persoriaJiZe your Voice-Accessed Information win be governed by TelMe's pollcles. For complete details, say'Legal Disclaimer" from the Main Menu.

Included

AC ·8 ORY PACKAGE
;·Digital Features FREE
Handsfree Earpiece, Car Charger, and
· "'

·

Voice Mail
Caller ID
Cati Waiting

Leather Case.wt this ad.
($60 In Savings)
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